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Chairman: Sanford V. Berg
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Government cost allocation procedures in telecommuni-

cations require all users of a local telephone network to

pay a portion of the costs of provision of the local

network. This network, characterized as a joint input

into the production of local and toll calls, consists of

cable and telephone poles used to connect subscribers to

the central switching office.

A major premise of the dissertation is the selection

of a cost allocation mechanism by an administrative agency

will effect the amount of the joint input a multiproduct

firm will choose to employ. Most discussions of the cost

allocation problem, however, treat the cost to be allocated

as a fixed cost and then allocate the cost among the

markets. The approach in this dissertation is different.
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In many cases the "fixed" costs are really a joint input

into the production of many services. For example, the

local telephone network is a fixed capital investment in

the short run, but when the allocator is changed there will

be a change in the choice of the size of the capital

investment through changes in the derived demand for the

joint input.

The government's choice of allocator is very critical.

Policy-makers chose between equity and efficiency in

selecting the allocator. This dissertation's purpose

is to apply economic theory to the allocation problem to

see how the issue might be resolved and to explore the

firm's input use incentives.

Chapters II and III review the of the cost alloca-

tion literature and the history of the cost allocation

schemes in the telecommunications industry. Chapter IV is

examination of the incentives facing the Leontief firm when

the cost allocation is changed for policy reasons.

Chapter V examines the same problem for a firm with a

general production function to show the effects of possible

approaches to allocating costs.

Finally, Chapter VI concludes and summarizes the

results. Policies altering allocations between markets can

cause more than changes in the output mix as the choice of

the joint input is also influenced by the new allocator.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Multiproduct natural monopolies attract attention

from industrial organization economists as well as from

the federal government's antitrust authorities. Concepts

such as economies of scope and sustainability are used to

analyze the nature of multiproduct production and to

explain the incentives facing a multiproduct producer.

From the standpoint of policy analysis, the government has

taken an interest in constraining the power of monopolies,

whether through regulation or antitrust enforcement.

Recently, the government dismantled AT&T, the world's

largest multiproduct firm. In addition, the government,

through actions taken by the Department of Justice and the

Federal Communications Commission, has set five policy

goals for the telecommunications industry (see Table 1.1).

The government's ability to meet these goals depends, to a

great extent, on the ability to find a cost allocation

methodology consistent with these goals.

The government's first goal is to promote competition

in the telecommunications industry. Since the 1960s, when

the FCC allowed limited competition in the interstate

microwave communications market, the industry has been

experiencing dramatic economic growth and technological



Table 1.1

Government's Teleconununications Goals

1. Promote competition to achieve low prices and innova-

tion. (FCC and Antitrust Division).

2. Promote financial viability of the local telephone

network. (FCC and State Governments).

3. Eliminate cross-sxibsidies between different ser-

vices. (FCC and Antitrust Division).

4. Eliminate uneconomic bypass. (FCC)

5. Promote universal service. (Congress)
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change as increased uses and users have placed demands

upon the industry. The government's first goal seeks to

exploit all the benefits technology and competition have

to offer (Kahn, 1984)

.

The second governmental goal is to keep the local

telecommunications network financially viable in the face

of competition in the toll marketplace (Lavey and Carle-

ton, 1983). Most analysts, including Judge Harold Green,

who oversaw the dismemberment of the Bell System, believe

that there are advantages to having one least-cost provider

of service at the local level. While promoting competition

in the interexchange market, the federal and state govern-

ments have a political and social interest in maintaining

the viability of local networks.

However, with the government promoting competition in

the interexchange market, its third goal of making prices

reflect costs forces the elimination of transfers from

toll users to local users. In the past, the transfer from

toll to local (viewed by some as a "subsidy") helped to

keep local rates relatively low. Through the cost alloca-

tion process, whenever a toll call was placed, the local

company received a payment from the toll company to cover

the local company's cost in providing the call. Through

many revisions, this cost allocation factor has risen from

less than 5 percent in 1947 to 25 percent in 1984. This

trend indicates that toll users have been paying relatively
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more for the use of the local network over time. It is

recognized that the amount of the "subsidy" is very

difficult to determine. In fact, some argue that in the

telecommunications industry a cross-subsidy between local

and toll does not exist (Pelcovitz et al., 1983).

The government, in determining the amount of the

transfer in the future, will upset many customers, because

removal of the subsidy could lead to increases in local

rates. This development could affect the second goal of

keeping the local network viable. As local rates in-

crease, customers could choose to leave the network.

There is empirical evidence to suggest, however, that this

fear is a bit exaggerated since the demand for local

access is relatively inelastic (Dougherty, 1984). Even so,

low income customers are more likely to be on the margin

and would choose to leave the network if prices increased.

Regulators must address the incidence of the benefits

and costs of deregulation and the AT&T divestiture.

The fourth goal of the government would allow the

freedom of choice for firms (and to a much smaller degree,

individuals) to leave the established telephone network if

they so desire. The government desires efficient "bypass"

of the network if the customer makes the decision to leave

the network based on the actual costs of service and not

on some arbitrarily set cost of service. Large users of

telecommunications services claim that because of
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regulatory cost allocation schemes set up by the state and

federal governments, the larger users of toll telecommuni-

cations services pay more than their fair share of the

local service costs, and thus are encouraged to bypass the

network. By building their own network or sharing a

network with others, these large users can save money.

The problem is that if the large users decide to build

their own networks, then the revenue flowing back to the

local company through the cost allocation process is

lost. In such situations, the local customer will bear

more of the burden of paying for local service, influenc-

ing the marginal customer's choice to procure local

telecommunications services.

The government's fifth and final policy goal is the

promotion of universal service. The idea that everyone

should have access to affordable telephone service dates

to the Communications Act of 1934. Proponents of univer-

sal service argue that a subsidy to ensure universal

service can be justified on the grounds of public safety,

income distribution impacts, and network externalities.

Realistically, it is not a policy that can be discarded

even if the arguments for efficiency dictate its retire-

ment. The policy prescription of universal service has

enough adherents that it will survive, even though it may

conflict with the government's other four goals.
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The crux of the universal service problem is "by-

pass." If the alleged cross-subsidy between local and

toll users is to be discontinued and the current flat rate

pricing scheme with unlimited calls is maintained, some

marginal users will stop subscribing to local service

because they cannot afford the service. universal service

would be threatened. If larger users, on the other hand,

are "taxed" to support the universal service mandate, the

cost of telecommunications services to the larger customer

increases, causing an incentive to search for a lower cost

method of communicating. Since the government's policy

allows these large users to "bypass" the local network and

build their own network, the burden of supporting the

local network devolves on those without substitutes.

It is evident that policy-makers must choose between

equity and efficiency; they face a difficult choice. The

purpose of this study is to apply economic theory to the

problem to see how the issue might be resolved and to

explore the firm's input use incentives in light of a

changing cost allocation methodology. The local telephone

network, which is still a natural monopoly for the purposes

of discussion, is treated as a public input into the

production of toll and local services. Artie and Avernous

(1973) analyzed the telephone network as a public good

output and derived the Samuelsonian provision condi-

tions for a representative individual. The analysis here
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examines the local network in terms of a multiproduct firm

because many telecommunications firms use the local

network as an input in the production of their services.

The public good quality of nonrival consumption is combined

with the concept of joint costs. Efficient allocations are

derived and compared to second best results for firms

operating under different regulatory conditions.

The familliar Averch-Johnson (AJ) (1962) story is

also examined to show the interrelationship between the

cost allocation process and the differences in regulatory

policies between (say) the state and federal regulators.

This dissertation examines the AJ model because it is

the traditional way of viewing regulatory problems, but it

is the effects of the cost allocation on the input choices

and output mix that are the real concern. Wellisz (1963)

describes a type of regulation in the natural gas transmis-

sion industry that is based upon a cost allocation formula,

wellisz points out that regulation of profit based upon an

arbitrary division of costs between different regulatory

jurisdictions could have an important effect upon the

choice of transmission capacity and the mix of output

supplied to the various markets. This is the type of

behavior this dissertation seeks to examine in the tele-

communications industry rather than studying the AJ

"overcapitalization" result.
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The remainder of this study is divided into five

parts. Chapter II is a review of the literature describ-

ing the different approaches to allocating costs. The

economic theory of cost allocation, as well as the accoun-

ting theory of cost allocation, is examined. Chapter III

is a historical review of the telecommunications cost

allocation process, while Chapter IV examines the cost

allocation process in a multiproduct firm operating with

fixed proportions. Chapter V is a more general formulation

of the problem for a regulated firm. In this chapter

effect of two different approaches to allocating costs are

examined and comparative statics are employed to show the

effects of changing the allocator on the output mix and

input choice of a regulated firm. In this regard, it

was shown that it was possible to determine how far the

allocation chosen by the government differed from the

allocation that would have been chosen under Ramsey

pricing. In addition, a analysis is made of "regulation by

cost allocation." Regulation by cost allocation policies

attempt to alter the cost allocation between markets to

stem off rate increases in one market rather than the

traditional rate base regulation. Using a theoretical

framework described by Joskow (1974), it is show that cost

allocation regulation was a viable regulatory theory for

describing why the government altered the cost allocation

rules during the past forty years.
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Finally, Chapter VI suirunarizes the policy implications

of the analytical framework developed in Chapter V and

identifies areas for further research.



CHAPTER II

COST ALLOCATIONS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS: SEPARATIONS

The cost allocation process in the telecommunications

industry (commonly referred to as separations) that existed

prior to the AT&T/Department of Justice consent decree

was a relatively arbitrary costing methodology, resulting,

over the last fifty years, from (1) a court mandate, (2) a

desire for universal service, and (3) the conflicting

interests of state and federal regulators. Thus, in order

to examine the current cost allocation system, it is useful

to trace the development of separations from its judicially

mandated inception to its present state.

2.1 Early State Regulation

Separation of costs was not a major issue in the tele-

phone's early years. When the telephone first became

established as a viable means of communication, it was

concentrated in the larger cities throughout the country.

The phone was a means of talking to someone or conducting

business within that city: not until the year 1881 were

there any intercity, much less interstate, telephone

messages.

With the development of the local exchange and the

growth of the use of the telephone, interexchange connec-

tion became more and more prevalent. With little or no

10
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interconnection there was no need for separations.

However, with the development of a national network,

coupled with former AT&T Chairman Theodore Vail's vision of

universal service, separations became a valid regulatory

concern.

The first judicial look at separations came in 1913,

when the Supreme Court reviewed the Minnesota Rate Cases.

The Minnesota Railroads and Warehouse Commission (MRWC) set

maximum rates for freight and passenger travel for the

Minnesota railroads. The railroads contended that the

rates set by the MRWC upset the present freight charge

arrangement, which resulted in discrimination against those

cities competing for business across state lines. Second,

the railroad companies felt the rate to be a hindrance to

interstate commerce as well as confiscatory (
Minnesota Rate

Cases, 1913: 773).

in a manner that was soon to be applied to the

telephone industry, the court said that state regulation

was not restricted to latent federal authority, meaning

that the state had a right to regulate commerce within its

borders. The court also examined the issue of jurisdic-

tional cost determination. The main thrust of the argument

presented by Justice Learned Hand was that the method of

cost allocation should be based not on revenues, but on

use ( Minnesota Rate Cases , 1913: 754-757). Fairness, in the

sense that all users should pay something towards the local
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network, rather than efficiency, was the focus of the

decision. This usage rule has become one of the guiding

criteria for telephone cost separations. To see how this

"separation" of plant is conceptually possible, a simple

diagram. Figure 2.1, will aid in the exposition. Suppose

when subscriber A places a call to subscriber B, two types

of plant are used. The telephone, or station, is used

along with the local trunk to route the call to the central

office where it is routed to B. The types of plant

employed were the joint plant, used in the production of

all calls (the subscriber station and the local connecting

trunk, as well as some hardware and software in the

central office). This is called nontraffic-sensitive

plant (NTS). This NTS is fixed plant (i.e. does not vary

in the short run). In the long run, however, NTS can

increase or decrease as the demand for the use of the

local network changes, so in the long run it is assumed

that there is no congestion. The other plant is the

equipment used solely in the production of a toll call and

is traffic sensitive. For a local call from subscriber A

to C, a similar route is undertaken, with the exception

being that the central office (CO) routes the call through

local circuits and completes the call to subscriber C. In

both instances, common plant and equipment are used to

complete the call. For the sake of economic efficiency, it

would be best to charge a price that would cover the costs
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CO Central Office

H Toll Office

Local Trunk

Toll Trunk

Figure 2,1
Diagram of a Call
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of supplying local calls and a price to cover the provision

of long distance services. With the use of joint inputs

and coinmon plant, however, this is not possible without the

use of some allocation formula.

separations, which are the cost allocation procedures

in the telecommunications industry, were considered in a

variety of contexts. When telephone companies were small

and "city oriented," the municipalities wanted control over

regulating the municipal utility. As telephone exchanges

grew, the states gradually took over the regulatory

function and vied for regulatory authority with the federal

government

.

Separations were also affected by other regulatory

policies, such as those legitimized in the economic

relationships within the telephone industry. By the 1930s,

the regulators had studied the issues and examined the

legal, economic, and institutional environment; discovered

most of the important administrative problems; and set the

stage for the development of a cost allocation procedure

(Sichter, 1977: 11-15).

Before going further with the development of the

separations procedures, a short discussion of the revenue

dispersement is in order. Separations revenues generated

by toll calls were returned to the local company under a

scheme known as the settlements process. Figure 2.2

describes this process. Every telephone company in
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the U.S. providing some portion of an interstate toll call

participated in this nationwide pooling of toll revenues.

Not all companies, however, were treated similarly. For

small independent companies, settlements were based upon a

nationwide "average cost" formula. For larger indepen-

dents, such as General Telephone, there was a separate

plan. This plan allowed for the independents to collect

from the Bell System for the "local" costs involved in

producing a toll call. The Bell Companies participated in

a similar plan to cover their local expenses in producing

toll calls. For the present discussion, the Bell System's

division of revenues and the Independent's revenue distri-

buting scheme will collectively be called settlements.

After billing and collecting from the long distance

customers, the local company sends its toll receipts to the

nationwide interstate toll revenue pool. As mentioned

above, the small companies receive their payments from the

pool based upon a notion of average costs for similarly

situated firms. The larger independents and Bell companies

were allowed to recover all their interstate expenses from

the pool. After complete expense recovery, the remainder

of the pool was distributed based upon the amount of the

capital devoted to toll held by each company. Each

company thus received a nationally averaged rate of return

on plant allocated to interstate toll. Similarly, for
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each state there was a similar intrastate toll settlements

pool whereby intrastate revenues were distributed.

AS can be imagined, this pooling agreement added some

possible incentives to the firm. Expenses no longer had

to be minimized because they were directly refundable from

the pool. secondly, the pooling arrangement would cause

the firm to prefer to invest in toll equipment since the

more toll equipment a company had, the larger would be the

portion of the pool returned to the company. Although,

not the focus of this dissertation, the interaction

between settlements and separations has very important

ramifications in the efficient input use which should be

kept in mind when discussing the telecommunications

industry.

2.2 Federal Involvement

The 1930s brought about a second major judicial

examination of the separations issue and the regulation of

interstate calls. The U.S. Supreme Court, in Smith v.

Illinois Bell (1935), settled the growing controversy

between two theories of separations: board to board versus

station to station. In Figure 2.1, the differences between

the board to board and the station to station approaches

can be seen. Under board to board, a call originating with

subscriber A and terminating with subscriber B would be

allocated only the cost of going from A's central office

(board) to B's central office (board). No local equipment
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(trunk or CO) would be allocated. Under the station to

station approach, all equipment used from subscriber A's

phone (Station) to subscriber B's phone (station) would be

subject to allocation to the toll market. Along with every

other company with the exception of New York Bell, the

Illinois company had used the board to board method. The

Bell operating Companies (BOCs), like Illinois Bell,

furnished exchange and both interstate and intrastate

services. Much of their plant and equipment was used

jointly for these services. The accounting practices of

these companies did not provide a reasonably accurate

segregation of plant investment and expenses between toll

and exchange. Furthermore, the procedures did not provide

for any segregation between interstate and intrastate toll

services. Consequently, a comparison of the relative

profitability of the BOCs' exchange, interstate toll, and

intrastate toll operations could not be made directly from

the accounting records used at that time (Smith, 1930:

148). Of course, the relevance of "profit rates" when

capital is jointly used is questionable in any event.

under the old license contract agreements between AT&T

and the BOCs, the long distance rates were determined by

the board to board procedure. The consumer piad for the

use of the toll (that is, billing, operations, and

collections) equipment. Rates did not include costs

for the use of the exchange plant and facilities, or for
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the use of plant and equipment between the customer's

equipment and the exchange switchboard, for which the

subscriber had paid in the monthly service charge. A

distinction was made at a basic level, where toll charges

were made only on the basis of plant which could be

identified as being dedicated solely for toll use. To

employ one of these methods over the other implies someth-

ing about the firm. For example, a multiproduct firm that

is partially unregulated (as was AT&T-Long Lines prior to

1939) will have incentives to put all (or a large percent-

age) of its capital into the regulated market. This is

essentially AT&T's reaction to the regulatory incentives

and is reflected in the choice of the board to board

accounting practice. This point is discussed further

in Chapter V.

Alternatively, the station to station method has toll

rates intended to include compensation for the use of

facilities and services needed in the completion of

toll messages from one subscriber station to another.

Under this method, exchange rates are intended to help

cover costs for the use of facilities and services needed

in transmitting and receiving messages wholly within the

exchange area. Illinois Bell contended that the problems

associated with separating plant and equipment between the

two jurisdictions were too large to conquer. The court

rejected Bell's reasoning and argued for the station to
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station theory of separations, mandating that total costs

be apportioned to each jurisdiction according to uses made

of plant and equipment:

The separation of the interstate and intrastate

property revenues and expenses of the company is

important not simply as ^ theoretical allocation

to two branches of the business. It is essential

for the appropriate recognition of the competent

governmental authority in each field of regula-

tion [that a distinction be made among the plant

used]. ( Smith ; 148)

The court continued by saying that it recognized the

inherent problems involved in the separation of plant.

Extreme nicety was not required, only "reasonable measures"

need to be essential. According to the decision, the

company had no right to ignore the use to which the plant

is put. The station to station theory, however, examines

the costs involved in making a call and allocates the costs

according to equipment use. For example, when a person

makes a toll call, local equipment (that is, the telephone

and central office equipment) is used as well as long

distance facilities. Station to station would apply some

costs to the local equipment and some to the toll plant,

while board to board completely ignores the use of local

equipment in the provision of the toll service. The

decision thus had the effect of lowering local exchange

rates since plant was being transferred to the long

distance market. Less exchange plant allowed the firm to

decrease local rates, since there was a reduction in

allocated costs. In addition, since the interstate
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jurisdiction had allocated more plant and equipment to its

rate base, it would have to raise its prices to cover

costs (assuming inelastic demand).

The smith decision was not actually applied to the

separation procedures by the Bell System until 1943, and it

took an additional seven years before AT&T changed its

position on intrastate toll tariffs to comply with Smith.

Gable claims that this 20-year delay since the Smith

decision and its implementation was made possible by the

lengthy legal and technical construction of the telephone

costing operation. But Temin and Peters (in press: 21)

claim that AT&T was reluctant to change sooner because of

the concern that its plant would be regulated by more than

one utility commission and it was afraid that possibly con-

flicting regulation could leave some plant out of the rate

base.

With the Communications Act of 1934, the Interstate

commerce Commission, which previously had authority over

interstate toll rates, but which did little or no active

work in the area, passed its jurisdiction on to the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC). As the FCC

started to tangle with regulating interstate rates, the

separations issue began to reveal its complexities in

greater detail. The state public utility commissions were

afraid of a growing FCC that could start to regulate

intrastate rates. The state's fears increased the juris-
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dictional competition, which hindered the eventual separa-

tions process in later years. Also, there were defini-

tional problems concerning how capital, plant, and expenses

were to be allocated. Given the institutional, political,

economic, and administrative problems arising from the

issues, the separation process evolved in an erratic

manner

.

2.3 Federal and State Competition

Rate disparity (that is, the difference in interstate

and intrastate rates for a similar call) became a major

problem for the states during the 1940s and 1950s. Most

of the common plant and equipment were assigned to the

state jurisdiction, which meant that the costs of a call

would be greater if it was made intrastate in contrast to

interstate. The interstate call would have the benefits of

lower allocated costs. When the FCC saw long distance

earnings on the rise as a result of lower costs and new

technology, it would cut the rates on interstate toll

calls instead of reallocating plant to the interstate

jurisdiction (viewed by the states as a more equitable

position)

.

In 1941, the FCC investigated Bell's interstate toll

rates. The interstate-intrastate rate disparity and the

clash between the states and the FCC increased as a result

of the investigation and order, which resulted in a

substantial reduction in interstate rates (Gabel, 1967:
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37). The state commissions were taken aback by a per-

ceived disregard for their needs by the FCC. The states'

ratepayers were faced with higher exchange costs and intra-

state toll calls, while the price of an interstate toll-

call was decreasing. The negotiated interstate rate

reductions only made matters worse for the state commis-

sioners. For a similarly placed toll call, one originat-

ing and terminating intrastate, and another of the same

distance originating in state and terminating across state
'

boundaries, the difference in cost to the caller in-

creased. The states were under pressure to resolve this

perceived disparity and, as a result, the National Associa-

tion of Regulated Utilities Commissioners (NARUC) cooper-

ated with the FCC in the investigation of separations

problems

.

As a result of this agreement, two investigations were

opened in the early 1940s: Docket 6328 and Docket 6468.

Docket 6328 again brought up the related problems of

station to station and board to board methods of separa-

tion and was just a rehash of the issues. Docket 6468 was

another matter entirely. The FCC saw AT&T's Long Lines

profits increasing, so in 1943 the FCC and AT&T negotiated

a tariff reduction estimated to cost Long Lines $50

million. The net effect of the tariff revision was to

transfer $22 million of revenues per year to the BOCs.

This policy switch by AT&T, even though the company still
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supported the board to board procedures, pointed to AT&T's

realization of the changing importance of intra- and

interstate toll service. Either through foresight or

fortune, AT&T's policies reflected the exploitation

of the long distance network and the increased demand the

nation's businesses would place upon long distance ser-

vices.

The competition to protect consumers that existed

between the state public utility commissions and the FCC

created more and more problems. The FCC ignored the state

proposals on separations and did not take an active stance

on separations, preferring the less time-consuming negotia-

tion method for rate cases. This policy vacuum created by

the FCC allowed Bell, in effect, to determine its own

principles for separating and assigning plant and equipment

to the two jurisdictions. The situation came to the point

where changes were not made unless AT&T granted its

approval (Gabel, 1967: 46, and Temin and Peters, 1985a:

20-25).

Post-War Developments

After the Second World War, the FCC and the states

were able to effectively obtain uniform (on a per-mile

basis) interstate rates through a $100 million interstate

rate reduction, although the BOCs had applied for increases

in local rates of $242 million. The competition between

the FCC and the states again affected the division between
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interstate-intrastate toll revenues. The problem was that

toll earnings were repeatedly increasing at such a rate

that Long Lines was forced to assent to reductions while

the additions to intrastate plant required rate hikes

in the local jurisdiction. This type of arrangement could

have conceivably continued without further investigations

into cost allocation or relative use. Because of the

pressures facing the states, NARUC persuaded the FCC to try

to alleviate the problem of separations according to the

rules set in Smith (Gabel, 1967: 51).

in 1947, the NARUC-FCC Joint Board Separations

Manual was completed. The manual, although a good first

step, was riddled with problems. Because of conflicting

jurisdictional interests, the manual contained procedures

that give consideration to a myriad of operating condi-

tions as well as regulatory requirements" (Porter, 1979:

7-11). The FCC never officially adopted the manual, and

since NARUC is not a legislative or administrative body,

little actually came from the manual's first edition.

Gabel said that it is "nearly impossible to proceed with

actual separations and allocation of plant or telephone

property using the manual as a sole guide (1967: 57). In

recognition of the weakness of the document, many plans

were proposed during the next twenty years.

The 1947 plan had as its basic tenants the division

of plant between exchange (local) and interexchange toll
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(both intra- and interstate) use, and assignment of the

plant to the proper jurisdiction where possible. If,

however, plant could not be directly assigned, a concept-

ual construct called Conversation Minute Miles (CCM) was

used as a way of assigning costs. The CCM, which was a

ratio of time and distance per unit of circuitry, was to be

used as a measure of relative use. The manual also

identified two types of jointly used plant: The first

were facilities used interchangeably and intermittently to

complete intra- and interstate calls. This plant was

assigned to the interstate jurisdiction through the CCM,

so intrastate rates could be brought down. The second

type of jointly used plant consisted of facilities such as

telephone poles, cable, and conduits which "supporter

contain circuits, some of which were used in furnishing a

single service" (private line or long distance service) and

were assigned directly to the interstate jurisdiction

(Gabel, 1967: 64). So, the cost allocation methodology

seemed more to reflect state pressures than principles of

cost causation.

By 1950, due to technological change and economies of

scale. Long Lines' earnings were again growing compared to

intrastate earnings. Under the threat of rate reduction by

the FCC, Bell proposed a major revision of the method of

allocating interexchange plant. Under Bell's proposal,

called the Phoenix Plan, the book cost of toll line plant
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would be allocated to the respective jurisdictions by a

message-minute-mile (MMM) of the BOC circuitry to the MMM

of Long Lines circuitry within the state. The ratio of

the interstate MMM to total state and interstate MMM would

be applied to the book cost of toll line plant. Given this

description, Bell's plan can be expressed symbolically.

Let MMMij equal message-minute-miles in jurisdiction i

by company j , where

i = N (National average),
S ( State average )

,

I (Interstate average),
j = BOC (Bell Operating Company),

LL (Long Lines division of AT&T),

B = Book Cost for BOC plant used in jurisdiction,

IR = Interstate requirement for MMM, and

c = Fraction of cost going to interstate

Then IR = MMMj^bqc + MMMj^ll,

where MMMj ll
= (Circuit miles of toll plant in BOC) x

MMMn,LL''

and cB = MMMi,Boc/^^'

where cB = Amount of cost assigned to the interstate

jurisdiction.

Given this plan, and the FCC's reluctance to make any

alterations, nothing was done except to pursue another

investigation into telephone toll rates. In 1951, NARUC

petitioned the FCC on behalf of its state constituents

calling attention, once again, to the fact that the Bell

System exchange and state toll rate had increased more than

$400 million annually, while interstate toll rates were

reduced by FCC action in 1943, 1944, 1945, and 1946.

NARUC complained the perceived inequity was resulting from
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political jurisdictional competition, and asked once again

for modification of separations procedures. Simultaneous-

ly, the senate Majority Leader, acting in his capacity as

chairman of the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Communica-

tions, sent a letter to the FCC pressing for action "at

once" (Gabel, 1967: 68-69, and Temin and Peters, 1985a:

23).

The FCC again examined the separations problem and, as

a result of negotiations, instituted the Charleston Plan.

The affect of the plan was to shift an estimated $90

million of plant and investment and $22 million of related

expenses to the interstate jurisdiction. The Charleston

Plan had three major rules. The first was to identify

plant units and assign them to specific categories. These

categories (reduced from 16 to 3 for simplicity) were then

to be apportioned to the services (that is, local exchange

or toll) on various bases. In contrast to the 1947 plan,

in place of direct assignment of local interoffice trunks

to exchange service, the plant and equipment were put into

a pool and apportioned on the basis of relative use. Toll

connecting trunks, previously lumped with toll investment,

were also placed into the same category as exchange trunks

and apportioned jurisdictionally according to relative

minutes of use (Gabel, 1967: 76). The end result was to

shift fixed costs to the intrastate jurisdiction on a usage

sensitive basis.
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AS a result of the plan, the interstate rate revisions

reduced the interstate-intrastate toll rate disparity (the

rate difference between a toll call paced interstate and

one placed intrastate) by $68 million, from $160 million to

$92 million. The changes (which were actually increases in

short haul interstate rates by $22 million) helped to

lessen the disparity. The FCC had hoped that the states

would benefit from the revisions and would in turn be able

to lower the intrastate rates or keep them stable.

Not one state reduced its toll or exchange rates (Gabel,

1967: 77-78). According to sichter, there were numerous

reasons why the state commissions did not act upon the

intrastate rate reductions. Primarily, the states doubted

the ability of the toll services to bear the additional

costs imposed by the station to station theory. Second,

even though toll rates seemed to be based on toll "costs,"

as defined by the Uniform System of Accounts, to have gone

beyond the accounting system would have brought out the

practical and administrative problems of detailed and

arbitrary cost allocations that the BOCs were trying to

avoid. Finally, the total effects of toll separations

were "bounded by neither the Bell System nor the jurisdic-

tional limits of the state," creating a much more difficult

problem than did the regulation of "relatively self

contained exchange systems" (Sichter, 1977: 21).
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The Charleston Plan only slowed the pace of intrastate

rate increases. Even with the transfer of investments to

interstate operations of plant and expenses, rate applica-

tions in the intrastate jurisdiction continued. By May

1953, the interstate-intrastate toll disparity returned to

where it stood before the changes brought about by the

Charleston Plan (Gabel, 1967: 81). It is important to

realize, however, that there was no economic reason why

interstate and intrastate toll rates had to be uniform.

Routes that were heavily used could have different prices

than routes with relatively low usage. Telephone rates for

intrastate tolls could also be higher, simply because the

population density is so small for areas such as Wyoming or

Nevada, as compared to areas such as Connecticut or New

York. The higher the population density the lower would be

the per capita cost of service. During this time frame,

however, regulators at the state level were not concerned

with these issues. The states were concerned more with the

lack of uniform pricing than efficiency.

NARUC, the FCC, and AT&T got together once more to

propose, debate, table, and propose again alternative

methods for separations. Accepted was a Modified Phoenix

Plan (MPP), an alteration of Bell's previously proposed

plan (rejected by the FCC). The MPP provided that book

costs of long lines plant terminating in each state be

combined with the BOC toll plant in that specific state.
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The combined total investment would be apportioned on the

basis of relative use (message-minute-miles). AT&T

estimated the MPP would transfer $162 million of invest-

ment and $18 million of expenses from state to interstate

operations, reducing state toll costs by 22 percent

(Gabel, 1967: 82).

symbolically, it is possible to relate the concepts

in a straightforward manner:

LL = Long Lines plant (book cost) terminating

in-state. . ^. . .

BOC = BOC toll plant (book cost) within state

T = Book cost for total toll plant m-state

MMMi = Message-minute-miles in jurisdiction i,

where i = I (Interstate)
i = S (Intrastate)

Ci = Cost assigned to jurisdiction i.

T = BOC + LL

Ci = MMMi X T i = I, S,

where Cj are the costs that can be assigned to the inter-

state jurisdiction using the MMMi for interstate calls, and

Cg are the costs which can be assigned to the intrastate

jurisdiction using the MMMg for intrastate toll calls.

The Modified Phoenix Plan seemed to stop the inter-

state toll reductions by the FCC, since more capital and

expenses were assigned to the interstate jurisdiction,

reducing pressures to lower interstate rates and increas-

ing intrastate rates. The MPP lowered intrastate revenue

requirements by $35 to $40 million, which amounted to 6.5
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percent of the combined Bell System intrastate net operat-

ing income in 1956 (Gabel, 1967: 91)

2.4 Introduction of Competition

in the early 1960s, the FCC decided in the Above 890

(1962) decision to open up microwave channels to the use of

industry and government, permitting microwave long distance

service in competition with Bell' s own Long Lines divi-

sion. Bell, reacting in an uncharacteristically swift

manner, introduced Telpak and WATS services to preserve its

place in the market. Gabel notes Bell's increasing

awareness of separations and its affect upon the Company's

competitive well-being: Bell resisted changes that would

adversely effect its position in the intercity toll market.

As a result of changing technology and perhaps a

change in demand for long distance services. Long Lines'

earnings once more began to increase. With pressure from

NARUC and the FCC, AT&T started to introduce "After 9

Rates" in the interstate market on an experimental basis.

These innovative rates allowed the customer to call after 9

p.m. and receive cheaper station to station rates. The

price for a station to station call was reduced in order

to make better use of transmission facilities at off-peak

times. The various BOCs participating in the experiment

anticipated decreasing revenues, but after implementation,

revenues actually increased: regulators and managers were

introduced to the concept of demand elasticity (Gabel,
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1967: 100-103). By 1964, NARUC again was proposing

amendments to the MPP Separations Plan. NARUC was pressur-

ing for a program to reallocate local dial central office

equipment (LDCOE), extended area service (EAS) equipment,

and to reclassify telephone service into timed and untimed

minutes of use. AT&T was cool towards the amendments, so

nothing was accomplished until 1965, when NARUC and the FCC

proposed what was to be called the Denver plan.

The Denver plan provided that EAS and inter-office

trunks were to be assigned directly to the exchange

category. Toll connecting trunks were to be apportioned

on the basis of conversation minutes of use and the book

costs of subscriber lines were to be apportioned by a user

use factor (UUF) , which can be formulated as

UUF = SLU + (Ri*R2)

where

SLU = Subscriber line usage factor

_ Interstate Minutes of Use .

Total Minutes of Use

and Ri = (Toll Users) /(All Users);

R, _ Interstate Toll Messages.
~ Total toll messages

AT&T claimed the Denver agreement increased interstate

revenue requirements by $98.5 million, thereby reducing

intrastate accordingly. At the time, the nationwide toll

disparity had grown to $200 million. Gabel asserts that

there should have been a decrease in intrastate rates by
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the states, but after 14 months, only 17 states had reduced

rates to allow their ratepayers to benefit from the plan.

Gabel again points to the fact that revenues from the

reduction in revenue requirements went to AT&T-Long Lines

(Gabel, 1967: 121). Figure 2.3 shows some interesting

evidence as to why intrastate rates did not fall. In

Figure 2.3, the operating ratio for the combined BOCs is

shown with the corresponding Long Lines ratio. The

operating ratio is defined as the ratio of operating

expenses to operating revenues. In a loose sense, it can

be used to indicate a profit margin. During the period

1965-1969, the BOCs' operating ratio remained fairly

constant while Long Lines' ratio actually fell, seemingly

as a result of the increased revenue requirements

.

Intrastate rates did not fall. This reluctance to lower

rates could be due to the increased expenses even though

some capital costs were shifted to Long Lines. Previous to

1965, the operating revenue was increasing and it is

possible that the increased expenses during this time

period kept the BOCs from reducing rates.

In 1969, the matter of separations came before the FCC

once again. This time, however, a major reform occurred

which resulted in the 1971 Ozark plan. Prior to the plan,

the FCC allowed AT&T to lower long distance prices; the

states were once again faced with the prospects of intra-
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state rate increases. This time the states went to

Congress for help (MacAvoy and Robinson, 1983). Legisla-

tion was proposed to remove the FCC s jurisdiction over

separations. The FCC reacted by proposing a Joint-Board,

composed of representatives of NARUC and the FCC. Congress

then modified the legislation to give jurisdiction over

separations to the Joint-Board and enacted the modified

jurisdiction into law. The Ozark plan, the result of the

FCC-NARUC Joint-Board, was another attempt to allocate

costs in a politically acceptable manner, going into

greater detail and utilizing more ratios and usage fact-

ors.

The plan involved a number of major innovations.

Interstate costs, according to the Ozark plan, are a

function of the interstate SLU, subscriber plant costs, and

a ratio of nationwide costs to local costs for a toll

call. Toll costs were allocated on the basis of a new

construct, the subscriber plant factor (SPF):

SPF = 0.85SLU + 2SLU*CSR

where

SLU = Subscriber line usage factor, and

CSR = Local average for a three minute station to

station call as a percentage of the nationwide

industry average for a three minute station to

station call at the nationwide average length

of haul.

The additive SPF with its numerous parts was designed

to recognize the fact that price affects quantity demanded.
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Toll calls are priced according to distance and time, so

the use of the composite station ratio (CSR) has the effect

of increasing the assignment of costs to the interstate

jurisdiction as the length of time and the distance of the

haul increases. Obviously, the problem of efficiency

remains with the new formula, because the Ozark plan still

allocates costs based on use, rather than on cost causa-

tion. Efficiency plays only a small role in the process.

The SLU factor was modified to reflect the deterrent

effects of distance of haul and length of time. Since

price for toll calls is now a function of distance and

time, the deterrence inherent in toll calls becomes an

implied function of price. So as distance and length

increase, toll prices rise, which is an efficient way of

pricing except that, as mentioned above, the method of

determining the deterrent effect is based upon usage and

not cost causation. For local exchange equipment, as

before the Ozark plan, all equipment is allocated on the

basis of relative use. Toll minutes of use, however, are

weighted by an arbitrary factor of 2 to reflect the fact

that the cost per toll minute of use is greater, on

average, than the cost per exchange minute of use, while

the 0.85 term reflects the cost of subscriber plant per

toll minute of use.

The plan provides for the separation of all equipment

into two categories: non-traffic sensitive (common plant)
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and traffic sensitive plant. Non-traffic sensitive plant

(NTS) would be allocated by the use of the SPF, so SPF x

NTS is the interstate cost assignment of joint capital.

The traffic sensitive portion (approximately 75 percent of

plant) would be allocated on a relative minutes of use

basis, as under the Denver plan, but a variable weighting

factor is used to reflect variable costs per minute of the

toll call, depending on the types of equipment used in the

office. Older equipment such as electromechanical switches

would be given a higher weight since that type of equipment

costs more to operate than the newer digital switching

equipment. This could have the result of diminishing the

incentive to purchase new equipment, since the claim on

the settlement pool diminishes. In addition, the settle-

ments process gave additional revenue to firms with

relatively high operating costs. On the other hand,

higher settlements went to the firm with relatively larger

investment. So the role of settlements complicates the

incentives facing the firm.

The SPF that was the result of the 1971 Ozark plan was

the final version of two FCC decisions in 1967 (Docket

16258) and 1969 (Docket 17975). This evolution reflects

the increasing importance of political tradeoffs in

contrast to economic efficiency considerations. The

separations procedures were designed to allow a transfer
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from the interstate toll market to the local exchange

market.

Table 2.1 shows the allocative changes that have

occurred over time for various classes of plant and

equipment. As can be seen, the amount allocated to the

interstate jurisdiction has risen in every category except

the last two. The last two categories contain plant that

is allocated to the toll network with some being allocated

to interstate and the residual to intrastate. As an

aside, it is interesting to note that this allocation to

interexchange plant has remained constant since 1957.

Table 2.2 shows the effects resulting from the change

in the separations formula on interstate revenue require-

ments and the weighting factor for each plan. As the plans

have become more complicated than just relative usage

(SLU), the allocations have multiplied the effects of the

SLU. Figure 2.4 shows how the SLU and the newer plans have

increased the allocation to the interstate jurisdiction

over time.

Equipment allocated to the two different juris-

dictions was classified by the regulators as nontraffic

sensitive plant (NTS). In theory, this NTS corresponds to

the fixed costs of the local network. The NTS includes

items such as telephone poles, cable from the central

office to subscribers, and certain hardware at the central
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Table 2.1
Allocation Formulae/Changes

DATE Formula/ Change

Interstate Toll Minutes
1947 SLU =

Total Minutes of Use

1952 SLU, (more plant assigned to NTS)

1956 Message Minute Miles

1962 Reclassification of Plant

1965 Toll Users Toll Messages

All users All messages

1971 SPF = SLU(2CSR + .85)
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Table 2.2

Effects of Changing Separations Formula on

interstate Revenue Requirements and Weighting Factors

increase in^^Revenue

Weight

original Plan $13 million SLU

Charleston 30 million 1.8MSLU)

Mod. Phoenix 40 million * •

Denver 134 million 2.5*(SLU)

FCC Plan 108 million 3. 2* (SLU)

Ozark 131 million 3.3MSLU)

1947

1952

1956

1965

1969

1971

*no data available

source: sparling (1980: 92) and Leggette (in press: 11)
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office used to produce both local and toll calls. The NTS.

also subject to some arbitrary assignment ,
was then

allocated to the local and long distance markets based on

the relative use allocating mechanism.

This procedure would probably have become more

complicated and inefficient if it were not for a decision

by the FCC in 1969 to allow entry in Mirrnwave Communica-

.tons. inc. (MCI), in the private line market between St.

Louis and Chicago. The FCC granted MCI's petition (over

MST's strenuous objections), but met an FCC denial when

^ v« ^-F-For s service to the general public
MCI petitioned to offer a service

which would compete with ATST. It was not until 1977 when

the court of Appeals for the District of Colu^ia Circuit

reversed the FCC's decision in what has been called the

Execunet decisions.

competition had arrived in the industry, but with

competition came more cost allocation issues. For example,

how much Should the other co^r^on carriers (OCCs) be charged

for the use of the local network and interconnection. The

OCCS argued that since they received an inferior grade

connection compared to the connection given to AT.T, they

Should get a lower charge than AT&T for interconnection.

These charges were negotiated among the various parties and

the FCC and the resulting agreement was authorized by the

FCC as the Exchange Network Facilities for Interstate

Access (ENFIA) agreement.
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Even with the ENFIA agreement, MacAvoy and Robinson

(1983) claim the FCC was slow to implement modifications

to the separations procedures to reflect the reality of

competitive entry. The OCC's were charged a portion of

AT&T's joint costs under the ENFIA agreement, but the

charges were still less than comparable with AT&T's

contributions. In addition, the FCC had mandated that

costs be allocated on a fully distributed costing scheme,

which has a tendency to cause prices to be higher than

marginal costs (and perhaps higher than the average costs

of potential entrants).

In 1980, the FCC undertook another investigation of

the separations formulation in Docket 80-282. In addition,

the Department of Justice brought suit against AT&T for

antitrust violations. Before the FCC could finalize its

results of the separations investigation, the Department

of Justice and AT&T settled the antitrust suit. As a

result of the settlement, however, the cost allocation

problem still did not go away, and because of the concern

over universal service and local rates, cost allocation

took an even more important role in the structurally

altered industry.

Figure 2.4 shows that the effect of the allocation

mechanism has changed dramatically over time in transfer-

ring costs from intrastate to interstate jurisdictions,

especially in the last 15 years. As a result of Docket
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80-282, the FCC-NARUC Joint-Board, in early 1982 imposed

the San Francisco plan on the industry. Unlike previous

plans, no new allocation procedure was developed. Under

this new plan the interstate NTS allocation would be

frozen (or capped) at its 1981 level with a gradual

movement towards a nationwide figure of 25 percent over

the next eight years. According to the Bell System

separations Statistics for 1983, the SPF allocation differs

widely from state to state, ranging from 13 percent in the

area of Kentucky served by Cincinatti Bell to 62 percent

for Nevada. The average for the Bell System as a whole

for this time period was approximately 26.5 percent.

States such as Nevada will lose settlements from the

interstate toll revenue pool previously devoted to keeping

local rates lower while states such as Kentucky will gain

additional funds under the new 25 percent rule.

The FCC has recently proposed access charges to replace

the separations process. The states have not been enthusi-

astic about the access charge arrangement proposed by the

FCC. NARUC, in fact, went to court to stop the implementa-

tion, while other groups went to Congress to get the

arrangement legislatively altered. Congress, although

interested, has not acted, and the courts so far have

allowed the FCC to keep much of its plan intact. The

net result is that whether or not the states, telecommuni-

cations companies, and other interested parties like it.
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the industry is going to replace separations with access

charges

.

Before adopting a new cost allocation scheme in the

guise of access charges, there is a need to understand how

allocation schemes affect capital formation and overall

industry efficiency. The remainder of this dissertation

will examine further aspects of cost allocation. Before

examining the effects of allocation on the firm, a theoret-

ical overview of the proposed cost allocation mechanisms is

presented in Chapter III.



CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACHES TO ALLOCATE COSTS

3.1 Introduction

Before examining the literature on cost allocation

it is necessary to ask an important question: Why allocate

costs? An economist's response would be that costs do not

need to be allocated. Firms do not care how costs are

allocated. A profit maximizing firm, whether competitive

or monopolistic, equates its marginal revenue to its

marginal costs. Since the market determines prices, cost

allocation interferes with the maximization process,

introducing inefficiencies. As a positive science, econo-

mics is concerned with efficiency, and arbitrarily allo-

cating costs can lower efficency.

Others, such as state and federal legislators, utility

regulators, and consumers, temper their desire for effici-

ency with their desire for fairness. The allocation of

costs is fraught with a lack of a workable definition of

fairness. All utility commissions are charged with setting

"fair" rates, but each state or federal agency can define a

different fairness that can, in turn, have different

distributional and efficiency results. The U.S. Congress,

in enacting the Communications Act of 1934, decided that

universal service was a desirable result, but little did it

realize the ramifications in determining the method of

46
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implementing Universal Service. Courts and administrative

agencies at both the federal and state level are wrestling

with this conflict between fairness and efficiency.

This haphazard regulation of costs resulting from

the Communications Act and subsequent interpretation is now

conflicting with the forceful presence of competition.

Customer classes, which in the past were satisfied with the

implicit taxes and subsidies within the telecommunications

industry, are employing alternative methods of communica-

tions that avoid the traditional network and do not pay any

"taxes" to support universal service. Large users are

bypassing the telecommunications network because it is

less costly for the firm to do so. This is an implicit

realization that the cost allocation process was no longer

"fair" to them.

The reason that cost allocation mechanisms are

politically important is because society prefers equity

balanced with efficiency. Cost allocation schemes must

provide a level of both equity and efficiency that will

satisfy a large group of users. A priori this is a

difficult task. This chapter will survey approaches to

allocating costs to show how the schemes attempt to

satisfy either or both of these goals.

3.2 Joint Costs and the Theory of Public Goods

The cost allocation problem was first analyzed in the

public utility framework at the turn of the century, when
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railroad pricing was a pressing issue. The concept of

joint costs was developed to explain why differential

prices among classes of service were not necessarily

discriminatory and were in fact needed to ensure the

survival of the railroads.

The local telephone network, like the railroads, is

used to supply many services (such as local calls and toll

services) to many customer types. The optimal allocation

of the costs among the various customer classes can proceed

under either of two routes: joint costs or as a public

good input. Either route, however, as will be shown below,

yields the same result. The concept of joint production

has a very long history in economics, dating to the seminal

article by Taussig (1891) and brought into focus in the

Taussig-Pigou debate in the Quarterly Journal of Economics,

(1913). They debated the relationship of costs to services

in the railroad industry and whether service for different

customers or uses (transportation of coal versus transpor-

tation of copper) was homogenous. Taussig asserted that

price differentials were attributable to joint costs.

Pigou, on the other hand, claimed that there were common

costs of railway services (where relative usage determined

cost causation) ; Pigou reasoned that since railroads had

the ability to price discriminate between buyers, the price

differentials were discriminatory.
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Their disagreement centered on their respective views

of the cost characteristics of railroads (common versus

joint). If the services are homogenous, then different

prices for these homogenous services would be discrimina-

tory. But if the services were distinct and required a

joint input, then different prices could be charged to

reflect the different demands. Each service would then be

contributing different amounts to cover the joint costs.

Although Pigou and Taussig did not directly address the

issue of cost allocation, they did set the stage for

further analysis.

In a prophetic article, Sichler (1928) described

the telephone network as being characterized by joint

costs. Sichler also realized the implications of joint

costs in terms of the cost allocation problem:

Ultimately, the rise in cost resulting from a

large area covered or a larger number of sxib-

scribers will bring about a condition where
increased costs will have caught up with or

passed the utility of certain [customer] classes
. . . and the question of how to allocate costs
and [set] rates will come forward as a serious
problem. (1928: 175)

Sichler describes the joint cost problem in terms of

the residential customer's and the business customer's use

of the local telephone network. Each customer type places

a demand upon the network for service. Correspondingly,

in a more modern framework, this would also include the

demand placed on the local network by toll users whether

the users are business or residential toll customers, or
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interexchange carrier customers. Each customer classifi-

cation places a distinct demand for a distinct service upon

the local network for interconnection and can be charged a

distinct price to cover the joint costs.

To illustrate this result, one can use Marshall's

(1927) stylized mutton and wool joint production model.

Sheep are used to produce two products: mutton and wool.

Each of these products has a demand curve which, when

appropriately indexed and vertically summed, yields the

aggregate demand curve for sheep. The intersection of the

aggregate demand curve with the supply curve for sheep

determines the equlibrium amount of sheep used to produce

mutton and wool, with the price for mutton and wool being

set by the marketplace--reflecting the demands for the

respective product. Figure 3.1 shows this case graphi-

cally. Let Djj, and D^^ reflect the demands for mutton and

wool, respectively. The vertical summation of the curves

yields the aggregate demand curve D. The intersection of

the aggregate demand curve and the supply curve for sheep

(Sg) gives the equlibrium quantity (Qq) of sheep. Prices

Pjn and p^ are thus determined by the relative importance

of the respective demands towards the equilibrium output

Qg. The total of the prices p,^ + p^^ thus covers the costs

of producing sheep for mutton and wool. A method of cost

allocation based upon these distinct demands thus assures a

firm's viability, all other things being equal.
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D + D
w m

Figure 3.1
Marshall ' s Example
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The analysis of joint production presented above is

very similar to that for the efficient provision of a

public good. The idea that the telephone network experi-

ences joint production is well accepted (Kahn 1971: 172),

but the concept of the local telephone network as a public

good input has not been fully developed. For example, if

the local telephone network could be defined as the wire

and telephone poles from business and residents to the

central office, and the portion of the central office which

is essentially a fixed cost (i.e., it does not vary with

output )
, this local network can be used as an input to

produce many services. If a customer desires information

from the telephone company, the customer can use the local

network to get directory assistance. If the customer

desires connection with another local sxibscriber, the

customer can use the local network for interconnection.

The local company thus uses the local network to provide

these local services, each of which has a value to cus-

tomers. The local network is also used as an input in

the production of toll calls by interexchange carriers.

In order to connect a telephone in Gainesville,

Florida, to one in Manchester, New Hampshire, the toll

company must use two local networks to produce the call.

Each of these local networks can be a public good input for

local as well as toll services. Since the local network

has many users, one more user will impose almost zero costs
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on a network already in place. Ideally, this implies

there are no congestion costs, but if there were conges-

tion, additional costs could be imposed on the cost

causers, or a larger network with no congestion could be

built. Because of the ability to reduce congestion by

building, and charging for, a larger network, it is assumed

that there is no congestion. If the local network is

treated as a public input into the production of various

services, there should exist a derived demand curve for the

local network for each of these services. The vertical sum

of these derived demand curves equated to the marginal cost

of building a "unit" of the local network will give the

efficient size for the network. This is the same story

presented in Figure 3.1.

Ellickson (1978) provides a simple analytical example

of the equivalence between a joint production equilibrium

and the equilibrium attained in the efficient production of

a public good, or Lindahl (1959) equilibrium. A Lindahl

price reflects the price that an individual consumer would

pay for a unit of a public good. Unlike competitive

private good provision which requires a uniform market-

determined price and various quantities demanded which

depend upon the individual's demand, a Lindahl price is

individualized while the quantity provided is uniform (the

same for everyone). Thus, competitive private good

provision requires the price to be constant while quantity
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demanded varies and the efficient provision of public goods

requires prices to vary while quantity demanded is held

constant.

To show the equivilence of the two concepts, let

tastes be described by the following utility function:

Ui= qiKi ,i=l,2. (3.2.1)

where qi is the quantity demanded of a private good (qi)

and Ki is the quantity demanded of the public good for the

ith individual. In addition, a feasible output allocation

is defined as (q^, q^' H' H^ ^° ^*^^^ ^^1' ^2' ^^ ^ ^' ^"^^

2

where X = E (q. - q®)

,

q® is the initial endownment of the

i=l ^ ^ ^

the private good, and Y is the technology set. The

variable X thus represents the net input of private goods

into public good production. The technology is linear

(fixed proportions) and is described by the following

expression:

K + q^+ ^2 - "^1 ^ *^1* (3.2.2)

In the Lindahl equlibrium, each individual faces a price,

Pg, for the private good q, but faces an individualized

price, p^ , for the private good. By letting Pq be the

numeraire (that is, Pg = 1) and maximizing u^ subject to

the budget constraint q® - p^K^ "
^i

= °' ^^® "pseudo"

demand functions are derived for the public good. Ellick-

son calls these demand functions "pseudo" demand functions
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because the demand curves are unobservable , unlike demand

curves for private goods. To get the efficient level of

public goods provision, the Samuelsonian condition (that

EMRSj_ = MC) is used to get the Pareto efficient level of

the public good. The above utility maximization yields a

demand for the public good

K^= q® /2p\ i = 1, 2. (3.2.3)

Solving for price gives

p^= (q?/ 2K,).

The vertical summation of these demands gives the express-

ion

1 = E p^ = E (q®/2K) (3.2.4)

where K^ = K2 because both consumers must consume the same

amount of the public good. The Lindahl equilibrium is

determined where this aggregate demand curve intersects the

supply curve. For the sake of simplicity, assume the

supply curve is horizontal and equal to one which is the

marginal cost of providing K. The Pareto efficient level

of production of the pxiblic good is

K*= (SqJ/2) (3.2.5)

and each consumer of the public good pays a Lindahl price
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So, the Lindahl equlibrium yields a Pareto efficient output

and a set of personalized prices.

For the joint cost example, suppose once again that

there are two individuals, one of which desires mutton and

no wool while the other desires wool and no mutton. Let

Ki = Total amount of meat produced by the economy

and consumed by individual 1.

Kt = Total amount of wool produced by the economy

and consumed by individual 2.

q^ = Amount of sheep kept by individual i.

With the same utility functions from equation (3.2.1), the

same feasible allocation and technology set, the competi-

tive equilibrium can be derived by maximizing utility

subject to the budget constraint in equation (3.2.2). This

yields the same demand functions presented in equation

(3.2.3). These are the observable demand functions for

mutton and wool, respectively. The aggregate demand for

sheep is determined by the vertical summation of the two

demand curves (equation 3.2.2). The equilibrium level of

sheep production (and slaughter) is thus determined by the

intersection of the aggregate demand curve and the marginal

cost of production and slaughter. This process yields a

price for wool and a price for mutton (equation 3.2.6),

which together must cover the total costs of producing

sheep.
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As Samuelson (1969) has pointed out, there is no

general equivalence between a joint production equilibrium

and a Lindahl equilibrium due to the free-rider problem.

If there are no free-riders or when each user of the public

good reports its marginal valuation truthfully to the

provider of the public good, then the two results are

identical. For example, prior to the AT&T divestiture, the

local network was owned and managed by a company involved

in producing the network for other telecommunications

services. Accordingly, the managers of the unified company

could determine the marginal productivity for the use

of the local network and construct a network based upon

that knowledge. Absent perverse regulatory incentives, the

problems of strategic behavior or false reporting would not

arise since the managers of the network are the providers

of the network.

As a note to this dicussion, the existence of the

free-rider is not the problem facing the managers of a

firm, but it is the principal-agent relationship that would

cause many of the inefficiencies in provision and use of

the public input. It is very costly to get the local

managers to carry out AT&T's corporate will (Shavell,

1977). This principal-agent relationship, rather than the

free-rider problem, introduces the inefficiencies when the

providers are the users of a public input, even with

unitary ownership.
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A cost allocation methodology that involves either

joint cost prices (following Marshall's approach) or prices

based upon a division's marginal evaluation for the local

network (following Lindahl's approach) is the first best

approach yielding a Pareto efficient result. Actual

implementation of these pricing rules is another matter

entirely. Because of the complexity or impossibility of

implementation, other methods, such as Ramsey pricing

rules, have been advocated to price services which have

large amounts of fixed or joint costs.

3.3 Ramsey versus Fully Distributed Cost Prices

Ramsey (1927) indirectly proposed the first formal

procedure for allocating fixed costs across product lines

or customers. His formulation resulted in the burden

of overhead costs being placed on the markets with rela-

tively inelastic demands. Ramsey originally proposed

this idea as a way of taxing goods in such a way that

distortions caused by the imposition of the tax were

minimized. Ramsey optima are second-best alternatives;

but even so, they are often used as a benchmark for

evaluating performance. The basic premise of the Ramsey

result has alternatively been stated as (1) maximizing the

sum of producer and consumer surplus subject to the

provision that the firm breaks even; (2) determining the

set of prices from which it is not possible to change in a

way that permits gainers to compensate the losers (assuming
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nonlinear pricing); and (3) maximizing the level of

satisfaction of any one individual given the utility level

of every other individual (Baumol and Bradford, 1970). In

the case of a regulated multiproduct firm, an alternative

characterization reflects the essence of the cost alloca-

tion problem when there are non-directly allocatable fixed

costs: Minimizing the joint cost of producing each output

subject to the constraint that prices derived ensure that

revenues equal costs, that the firms meet demand at the

given price, and that output is positive in all markets

where the firm produces. For example, suppose there are

two outputs and that the cost function can be written

as

C(qi, q2) = K + Ciqi + C2q2.

where K is the fixed cost (overhead) or, alternatively, the

public input, and Cj_ reflects a (positive) constant

marginal cost of producing q^. Next, assume the demand

for qi is independent of the demand for any other qj ,
and

can be written as

qi = qi(Pi)-

If the firm were required to produce at a price equal to

marginal cost in both markets, revenues would fall short

by K dollars of the point where the firm made zero economic

profits. The problem, then, is to allocate K over both

markets so that the firm's budget is balanced. As Sharkey

(1982b) has pointed out, there are several ways to derive
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the Ramsey price, one of which is to produce outputs in

the same proportion as outputs would be if prices were set

at marginal costs at that output level. Therefore, p^ are

Reimsey prices if

qi(Pi) ^ qj(Pj)

qi(Ci) qj(Cj)

From this result, it can be seen that if the demand

for good 1 is less elastic than the demand for good 2,

then the optimal price, P]_, will have to be higher than C]_

by an amount proportionally greater than that for the

second good. Accordingly, the p^ 's are Ramsey optimal if

Pi - ^i = -^— for i = 1, 2,

Pi ei

where ej_ is the elasticity of demand for good i and v >

is chosen to insure a balanced budget. If v = 0, prices

are equal to marginal costs, and if v = 1, revenue minus

costs are maximized. The reason that Ramsey pricing is

important in the area of cost allocation is that even

though the Ramsey outcome is itself only second best, it

is a useful benchmark for comparing other schemes.

For example, Braeutigam (1980) examined three fully

distributed costing (FDC) methods which were being used by

regulators at both the federal and state level to set

prices in regulated industries. Prior to that, no sys-

tematic analysis existed to show the inherent ineffici-

encies of the rules. Braeutigam examines the case where
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the FDC rules are determined for a firm that is just

breaking even. Braeutigam assumes that the firm acts to

minimize the cost of producing the breakeven output and

that there exists an independent inverse demand function

for each service such that revenue for the ith service can

be written as R^{qi). Also, the revenue contribution above

directly attributable costs for the ith service is Q^(qi),

where

Qi(qj_) = R^(qi) - C^lqi) for all i = l,...,n.

C^(qj_) is the cost of producing input i and n is the

number of services or outputs. The three rules Braeutigam

considers are among the class of rules that allocate the

common costs, K, among the n services. Each service, i,

has a fraction, a^, of K allocated to it. Since the cost

of K is supposed to be "fully distributed" among the n

services, it is necessary that

e5 ai = 1. (3.3.1)

Each service must generate revenues (R^(qi)) that are

sufficiently large to cover both the directly attributable

costs and the arbitrarily allocated portion of the overhead

costs, K. Thus,

Ri(qi) > a^K + ci(qj_); for all i. (3.3.2)

The first rule requires that the aj_ are proportional

to gross revenues

aj = R^(qi)/SRi(qi) for i = l,...,n.
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If the allocations are based on directly attributable cost,

then the pricing rule is

aj = ci(qi)/i:ci(qi) for i = l,...,n.

Finally, if coiranon costs are distributed according to the

relative level of outputs, then

aj = qj_/Eqj_ for i = 1,— ,n.

Now, assume the FDC rule is being determined for a firm

that is just breaking even. Braeutigam examines this

case because a comparison can be made to the Ramsey out-

puts. Rearranging equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) gives the

revenue contribution above directly attributable costs,

or

Qi(qi) > a^K; for all i. (3.3.3)

When Ti equals zero, then

SQ^(qi) = Sa^K = K. (3.3.4)

Equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) imply

Qi(qj_) = a^K. (3.3.5)

Therefore, when n = 0, the FDC rule must satisfy

Qi(qi) ai qi—

;

= — = — for all i,j. (3.3.6)

Q^(qj) aj qj

Thus, an allocation by relative output levels requires

Q^/qi Pi - ci/qi
1 = — =

Q^/qj Pj - Cj/qj

requires that the ratio of the difference between price and

average costs attributable to each service be identical.

Similarly, by examining the other two rules (which happen
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to be identical), a zero profit rule requires the ratio of

a price to average attributable cost to be equivalent for

all services, so that

Pi/(ci/qi) = Pj/(c:)/qj), for all i,j.

In order to examine the inefficiency of the FDC rules,

Braeutigam relates the attributable costs used by the FDC

rules to the marginal costs required to generate efficient

prices. By letting a^ be the elasticity of scale for

product i, then:

(Pi - ci/qi)/(Pj - cVqj) = (Pi - aiCi)/(Pj - CjCj) = 1,

for the relative output rule, where Ci is the marginal cost

of i. For the attributable costs and gross revenue rules:

Pi
= aiCi/OjCj for all i,j, (3.3.8)

Pj

where Oi = Ci/C^ and is the elasticity of scale for good

i. A Ramsey optimum requires that:

(Pi - ci)ei ^ (P2 - C2)e2

Pi P2

where ei is the elasticity of demand for i. It is easy to

see that FDC pricing rules will yield results different

from the preferred Ramsey results, since FDC rules are

based on attributable costs and not marginal costs.

Therefore, compared to the second-best outcome, FDC prices

increase misallocations.

A pricing scheme that would be preferable to both FDC

and Ramsey pricing rules is one which would take into
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account the firm's marginal evaluation for the use of the

common input. This method will be discussed further in

section 3.4, but to give some closure to this section, a

brief discussion is in order. Assume that the zero profit

constraint is an average cost pricing rule requiring

the firm to price at average cost in both markets. Second,

assume that the cost function has constant returns to

scale. Then, by dividing equation (3.3.3) by equation

(3.3.4), the following expression is derived:

_ g^(qi)
°-^ ~

EQi(qi)'

where Q^iqO = R^(qi) " ci(qi). The variable Qi(qi)

represents the quasi-rents to division 1 which can be used

to cover the cost of the common input. So, a^ depends upon

the percentage of rents made by division i as a ratio to

the total amount of rents. With the assumption of constant

returns to scale, this a represents the firm's marginal

evaluation of K (given that C^ = c^), the sum of which

should equal the marginal cost of providing the common

input. As will be shown in the next section, the a

selected in this manner is the welfare maximizing cost

allocation mechanism and thus is superior to both FDC and

Ramsey rules.
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3.4 Accounting and Game Theoretic Approaches to Allocating

Costs

3.4.1 Optimal Allocations; Lindahl pricing within a Firm

Accountants are faced with the responsibility of

actually implementing the regulator's wishes to apportion

joint costs among the firm's output. This has resulted in

a demand by the accounting profession for ways to allocate

costs. A number of articles have appeared in the account-

ing literature to fufill that need. It is interesting to

note that economists have been among the participants in

the discussion. For example, Cohen and Loeb (CD (1981)

were among the first to bring the public good literature

into the cost allocation paradigm. CL assume that a firm

has a decentralized organizational structure with n

divisions. Let K be a vector of input demands provided by

the corporate headquarters where K = (Ki,K2,— f^n^ * "^^^

profits of the ith division less the costs of Kj_ provided

by the headquarters will be defined as n^ = tij_(Kj_). The

term C(K) is the cost to the headquarters of providing K.

Since K is a public good, the management will determine a

level of K to supply given the division's demands for K.

It is important to note that while C(K) is incurred by the

headquarters under a decentralized decision-making struc-

ture, division i chooses the level of input K^ under the

structure. CL also assume that the cost function is

non-separable, which means that it is cheaper for a number

of divisions to use the public input in a coalition than it
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is for each division to go out and purchase the input

separately. These conditions imply that costs are sub-

additive. More formally, this can be represented as

C(EKi) < EC(Ki) for i = 1,2. ..n. (3.4.1)

The firm's overall profits can thus be given as

Tt(K) = ETli(Ki) - C(K). (3.4.2)

A full cost allocation can be described under CL's formula-

tion as an n-tuple (ai,a2, . . .0^) , where < a^ < 1 for all

i, and Eaj_ = 1. For a given cost allocation, the ith

division's profit less the cost of the allocated input is

Qi(K) = Tli(Ki) - aiC(K). (3.4.3)

So, each division's profits are a function of what has been

allocated to the other divisions' profits, but total

profits remain

Ti(K) = SQi(Ki). (3.4.4)

Since the headquarters knows C(K) , then it is suffi-

cient for the headquarters to be able to choose profit

maximizing allocations for the input and also for it to

know the marginal revenue functions for each division. The

derived demand for input i is thus defined to be

Qi(Ki) 2 6Qi/6Kj_, for all i.

Since K is a public input, the management will provide

only one level of K; thus K^ = Kj = K. The firms' profits

now take on the following form:

n(K) = EQi(K) - C(K).
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Now suppose that there exists some profit maximizing amount

of K called K*, then at the maximum

SQi(K*) = 5C(K*)/6K. (3.4.5)

At the optimum, the sum of the divisions' marginal revenue

productivities must be set equal to the marginal cost of

provision the public input. Thus, an optimal cost alloca-

tion mechanism can be defined in a manner analogous to a

Lindahl equilibrium. From (3.4.5) the optimal allocation

is

a£ = Qi(K*)/EQi(K*). (3.4.6)

This result states that each division should be charged

based upon the division's proportion of marginal profit-

ability at the optimal level of input use. Equation

(3.3.4) above stated the same result for a constant cost

industry where the optimal allocation mechanism depends

upon the proportion of quasi-rents generated by the

division to the total amount of quasi-rents.

3.4.2 The Nucleolus Scheme

Hamlen, Hamlen, and Tschirhart (HHT) (1977) describe other

methods accountants have proposed to allocate costs, one of

which is called the nucleolus method (Schmeidler, 1969).

The idea behind the nucleolus method is similar to the

Rawlsian notion of social justice. The nucleolus criterion

for a cost allocation mechanism requires that the minimum

surplus (ejnin) of ^^Y o^^® division must be maximized among
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the set of N divisions in the firm. Surplus for the

coalition of divisions (S C N) is defined as

es = SKi - v(s) for all S C N,

where v(s) represents the value or benefit to coalition S

of using the input K. Accordingly, the maximization

problem takes the following form:

max ej^in = min (eg) for S C N

and the surplus for any coalition S represents an index of

a coalition's objection to the payoffs its members are

receiving in the grand coalition. The smaller the surplus,

the greater will be the objection. A benefit to this

nucleolus scheme is that its result is always in the core

which implies pareto efficiency. The core of a game or

economy is the set of allocations that cannot be improved

upon without making anyone worse off. This will be

discussed further in the section concerning game theoretic

approaches to allocating cost.

3.4.3 The Moriaritv Approach to Allocating Joint Costs

HHT describe another allocation method proposed by

Moriarity (1975), which Moriarity claims has five advan-

tages :

1. Use of this method will insure that a division will
never have the incentive to contract for outside
services if the firm provides similar services.

2. The cost allocation process involves a comparison of the
cost of providing joint products with the next best
alternative.

3. Every division shares in the savings resulting from the
decision incurring the joint cost.
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4. Some cost is allocated to every division, giving the

scheme a notion of fairness.

5 The allocation gives incentives for managers to find the

least cost method of providing the firm's joint input.

For the computation of this allocation scheme the firm

must know only the cost of providing each division sepa-

rately and the joint cost of providing each division as a

set. Let EC(Ki) be the cost to the firm of each division

purchasing the joint input separately, where N is the

number of divisions participating in the sharing of the

joint cost. Similarly, let C(EKi) represent the cost of

sharing the joint input among the N divisions. Savings to

the firm can be represented by v(N) and SCCK^) - C(EKi),

where the costs are summed over the N divisions. Moriarity

states (p. 792) that the cost savings should be allocated

based upon each individual division's costs in relation-

ship to the rest of the firm, or C(Ki)/SC(Ki) (again the

summations are over the set of N divisions). Accordingly,

the allocation for divisions i {aj_) under this formulation

is ai = C(Ki) - [C(Ki)/EC(Ki)]v(N) i = l,...n.

But as HHT point out, Moriarity does not investigate under

what conditions the allocation is in the core. HHT show

that if a core solution does exist for any specific cost

function it must be true that

C(EK. ) C(EK.

)

N ^ S ^— < for all S C N,

EC(Ki) EC(Ki)
N S
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where the term on the left-hand side represents the ratio

of cost savings by being in the coalition with all divi-

sions and the term on the right represents the ratio of

cost savings from being in the coalition S. For the

allocation to be in the core, the right-hand side must be

greater than or equal to the left-hand side; otherwise some

smaller coalition would always break off to provide the

input for itself. HHT even provide a counter example with

decreasing marginal and average costs to show that it

is possible to find situations where a core solution exists

but the Moriarity allocation is not in the core. This

counter example and its results show that the lack of a

core solution makes the incentives to the firm different

from what Moriarity supposed, and also lessens the desira-

bility of using this method (especially since decreasing

cost industries are the most likely to incur cost alloca-

tion regulations). Other methods of allocating costs,

such as the Shapley value, however, do have the desirable

property of being in the core. This method is discussed

next.

3.4.4 The Shaplev Value Approach

Another common method of allocating costs among the

firm's profit centers is through the use of the method

developed by Shapley (1953). Shapley devised his result

under the rubric of game theory, but as will be seen, the
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allocation is easy to calculate without the express use of

a game. Under this approach, each firm is charged an

amount equal to the expected incremental cost that is

incurred when the participant (or division of the firm)

enters the coalition (or set of divisions using the public

input), where the order in which the various divisions join

the coalition is uncertain. HHT provide the following

example. Suppose there is a cost game with three partici-

pants such that for participant 1 its cost (C^) is

Ci = l/3C{Ki} + l/6[C{Ki + 2K2} - C{K2}] +

1/6[C{K3 + Ki) - C{K3}] + l/3[C{SKi} - C{K2 + K3}]

where C(*) represent the cost functions with the corre-

sponding divisions participating in the coalition (that

is, C{Ki + 2K2} is the cost of providing K when divisons 1

and 2 participate in the sharing arrangement).

The incremental costs of division 1 entering the

grand coalition (of all divisions) first, second, and third

are weighted by the probabilities of entry. If any

division is equally likely to enter as any other, then the

probability of being first is 1/3, and the probability of

being second, which can occur two ways, is 1/3, and the

probability of being third is also 1/3. This formula

requires each group to pay the incremental cost of being

added to the coalition.

Shapley has proven that this result is in the core,

but the allocation of joint or common costs based upon
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this method still suffers from a defect. For example,

suppose the provider of the input does not know how much

each division desires of the input. If each division can

get a free ride, it has incentives to misstate its actual

demand for the input. The Shapley value gives the firm

the pareto efficient allocation after the choice to supply

a given level of the input has been made.

To determine the optimal amount of the input and to

determine the optimal allocation is a two-stage process.

First, the optimal amount of the input must be decided upon

and then allocation can be obtained. With the Shapley

value, the optimal amount of the input is presupposed. HHT

show that the Shapley value will not necessarily be in the

core if the determination of the input use is subject to

strategies behavior.

As can be seen from the last two allocation methodolo-

gies, game theory has a role to play in the discussion of

allocating costs among multiple users of a public input.

Therefore, it is only proper that some discussion of the

approach be undertaken.

3.4.5 Game Theoretic Approach to Allocating Costs

This section outlines a game theoretic approach to

allocating costs. First, however, a discussion of the

particular framework is needed. The allocation of a public

input among either a division of a firm or among firms must

be a subsidy-free allocation. (Economists generally frown
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on subsidies which, in the absence of any positive extern-

ality, can cause overconsumption or overproduction and

perhaps too many firms producing the good. ) Faulhaber

(1975) defines this concept of subsidy-free prices in a

special way such that "if the provision of any commodity

(or group of commodities) by a multi-commodity enterprise

subject to a profit constraint leads to prices for the

other commodities no higher than [demanders] would pay for

themselves, then the price structure is subsidy-free" (p.

966). This type of price structure insures that the

provision of each commodity by the firm is pareto superior

to non-provision.

A problem with subsidy-free prices is that they may

not be welfare maximizing and, in addition, are not morally

superior to other non-subsidy-free prices on the grounds of

social justice (Furnas and Whinston, 1982). The subsidy-

free prices do nothing more than insure that the production

and sale of each commodity make all consumers at least as

well off as they otherwise would be. Subsidy-free prices

may be a welfare improvement, but are at least a floor, so

to speak, on welfare and not a set of prices that maximizes

welfare. In other words, subsidy-free prices imply that

the cost of any one service in joint production with any

number of other services is less than or equal to the cost

of producing alone. Subsidy-free prices are those prices

which satisfy this "stand alone" test.
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Given subsidy-free prices as a constraint, a discussion

of a second desirable characteristic known as a sustain-

ability is in order. A set of prices, p, is sustainable if

there are prices corresponding to a bundle of outputs, q,

such that entry by rival firms is unattractive, demand is

satisfied, and revenues cover costs of production. The

reason why these additional constraints on the game are

important is that the results from the game should not

generate false price signals that encourage uneconomic

entry by potential competitors. This is especially

important in the public utilities field. Regulators

attempt to make natural monopolies act like a competitive

firm in the sense of zero economic profits. This has the

potential of causing multiple core allocations, in contrast

to the one core allocation generated by the perfectly

competitive market.

In order to examine some of these problems, a simple

game has been developed based on the ideas of Faulhaber

(1975) and Sharkey (1982a, 1982b). Suppose that there is

a set of all users of a public input, K, such that N =

{l,...,n} and that there is S C N. Let C(S) be the cost of

serving S users as it is also the characteristic function

of the game. Generally, the characteristic function is

couched in terms of benefits to the participants. In this

case, the characteristic function is related to cost
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savings through participation in the game. Certain

assumptions must also be stated:

1. There is free entry into the market; that is, anyone

may construct and use their own K if they so desire.

2. All firms have access to the same technology.

3. Let p be a vector of prices, p = p(Pi, • • . /Pn^ '
such

that Spi = C(N). That is, the total cost of serving

N customers is equal to the sum of the prices.

4. Let C(S) + C(T) > C{S U T), where S C T = {(p), which
is the condition for subadditivity of costs.

5. Let Epi < C(S) for all S C N. This is the stand

alone test for subsidy-free prices.

If Assumptions 4 and 5 are met, then the allocation is a

core allocation.^ Let n* = jN| be the number of users of

the public input when [C(N)/|Ni] is minimized, where jNj

is the cardinality of the set N. The point reflects the

average cost of using the public input, assuming everyone

pays the same share. Now suppose entry occurs. First,

there must be savings left in the use of public input such

that the cost function is still sub-additive:

C(S+1) < C(S) + C(l).

If n increased from n* to 2n* (as in Figure 3.2),

C(N)/|N! increases so that at some point between n* and

2n*, there is incentive for a coalition to form that would

provide the public input for a different subset S'C N,

where S'C S may not be an empty set. For example, say one

firm entered and there are now n* + 1 firms. The entering

firm still benefits because C(N)/(n* +. 1) < C(l), but all

the other firms, n < n*, now must pay a higher cost
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C(N)/(n* + 1) > C(N)/n*, and so there is incentive for a

coalition to form that would lower costs again to C(N)/n*,

and one firm would be left out. This creates an unstable

2
cost imputation which does not exist in the core.

Another result that has not been discussed before

concerns the role of economies of scope; the question

arises when allocating among different entities--some with

scope economies and some without. Suppose, for example,

two types of firms existed that used the public input. One

firm used the public input to produce one output. So,

cl(qii{K),qi2(K)) and c2(q22(K)) are the cost functions

for these two types of firms, where K is the public input

and ci(qij(K)) is the cost function for firm i with

production in market j , for i , j = 1,2.

Some interesting results can be derived if additional

restrictions are placed on the cost function for firm 1.

Suppose C^ is subadditive, has declining ray average costs,

and is transray convex. These are sufficient conditions

for economies of scope. ^ In general terms, economies of

scope are defined to be savings accruing to a firm that is

producing two outputs together as compared to producing

them separately, or more formally (for the one firm

example)

C(qi(K), q2(K)) < C(qi(K)) + C{q2(K)).

Suppose also that the second firm decides to join

together in the use of K. For both firms the cost of K is
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C(N)

n* n*+l 2n

Figure 3.2
Membership Size
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lower if sharing is permitted and K is used jointly:

cl(qii(K),qi2(K)) + c2(q22(K)) >

C*(qii(K),qi2(K) + q22(K)).

where C^ and C^ are the respective cost functions for firms

1 and 2 producing separately and C* is the total cost of

producing for both firms while sharing K. Thus, there is

incentive to form a coalition. Given economies of scope

and subadditivity of costs, there exists two types of cost

savings: the first from the joint production of good 1

from input K, and the second from the joint use of K by

firms 1 and 2. Should firm 2 capture all the savings from

the economies of scope and share in the savings due

to subadditivity, or should firm 2 be able to share in all

savings from the use of K? It seems that if it is possible

to do so, the multiproduct firm's benefit flowing to firm

should be the result of sharing the use of K. If, on the

other hand, the separation of these benefits is not

possible, the multiproduct firm will not share with the

single output firm if the benefits of economies of scope

are larger than the savings generated by forming a coali-

tion to use K:

Cl(qi) + Cl(q2) = C*(qi, q2) >

Cl(qi,q2) + C2(q2) - C*(qii, qi2 + q22)'

where C* is the cost when both firms are joined in a

coalition. If this is true, no coalition will form and

the core solution contains one firm. This is a problem
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which the Bell System faced prior to the divestiture.

AT&T owned and operated the local network and the toll

network. If economies of scope were present in the use of

the local network for local and toll service, there was a

cost savings attributable to this integrated use. Now

suppose another company, say MCI, decides to serve a

particular locale. Its decision to enter could depend upon

the savings attributable to joining with AT&T and the

Bell Operating Company in the use of the local network.

The question then arises that if MCI enters, should

it be able to enjoy the benefits of economies of scope

generated by the AT&T-BOC provision of local and toll

service. And if MCI gets that benefit (in terms of cost

savings ) , should it be able to turn around and compete

against AT&T in long distance markets. But for the

AT&T-BOC economies of scope, MCI may not have entered.

AT&T has little incentive to let MCI in to compete and even

less when MCI can benefit from AT&T's economies of scope.

As can be seen by the game theoretic approach, there

is still not a satisfactory definition of an allocation

mechanism although the theory can define a satisfactory

result (that is, an allocation in the core). The last

section below deals with an approach that is consistent

with the game theoretic analysis but adds additional

constraints in the form of desired properties that a cost

allocation methodology should possess. Using all these
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properties, or axioms, to define a cost allocation mech-

anism helps the situation to a degree, but, as will be

shown below, still lacks the results which would solve the

allocation problem once and for all.

3.5 Axiomatic Approaches to Allocating Costs

The axiomatic approach to allocating costs actually is

consistent with some of the results found in the accounting

literature and some of the game theoretic results in that

the axiomatic approach lists certain desirable properties

that a cost allocation must have in order to meet goals of

equity, fairness, and, perhaps to some degree, efficiency.

These desirable properties can be taken as constraints to

a maximization problem or as rules to a game.

Heany (1982) describes an early axiomatic approach to

cost allocation developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority

in the 1930s. The TVA's problem was how to allocate the

cost of a resevoir among flood control, navigation,

fertilizer production, national defense, and power genera-

tion. Three criteria (or rules) were developed which the

cost allocation scheme should satisfy to be a "good"

mechanism:

1. No individual should be charged more than his alter-
native cost or maximum benefit.

2. No subgroups should be charged more than its alter-
native cost or maximum benefit.

3. Each participant should share in the savings.
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The first criterion permits a cost allocation to an

individual which is between the cost of obtaining the

service from some other means and the maximum amount of

benefit the individual obtains from the service. This is

an attempt to give incentives to join in the coalition to

provide service. The second criterion is the bounds on

the cost allocation for a given group. A cost allocation

mechanism is sometimes referred to as individually rational

and group rational if it satisfies the first two criter-

ion. The third criterion is an attempt at implementing

fairness. Everyone should receive some net benefits from

participating in the sharing of these costs.

Loehman and Whinston (LW) (1974) attempt to set up a

set of axioms, like the TVA's, which will lead to an

allocation system which is "fair." LW propose their own

set, consisting of the following axioms:

1. Charges for the use of the facility must cover costs.

2. A user's charges are to be based only on the incremental
costs caused by the user and not the incremental costs
of other users.

3. The charge to a user is independent of labeling or
ordering of users. Those that demand the same amounts
and cause the same incremental cost should pay the same
charge

.

4. The charge is homogeneous of degree one in the incremen-
tal costs. If all incremental costs double, then the
charge will double.

Axiom (1) simply requires that the firm break even and

(2) employs the notion of incremental costs for efficiency

purposes. Axiom (3) is a principle of horizontal equity.
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and (4) requires "proportional" equity (that is, big users

pay more than small users).

LW (p. 246) prove that, using this set of axioms that

given n users with fixed positive demands for the piiblic

input K, the charge for the use of the input will be

ai = SsCNt
^""^^' ^^"^^

^ [C(EsK) - C(EsK " (i))],
n!

where s is the number of users belonging to the coalition.

This is just the Shapley value for S C N, where the summa-

tion over all participants in the coalition of the proba-

bility of entry multiplied by the incremental costs yields

the allocation to user i. So, this list of axioms results

in a cost allocation mechanism which exists and, in fact,

is one that has been shown to exist in the core.

Before continuing, it is important to note that the

idea behind axiomatic cost allocation schemes is finding a

set of rules which are desirable and agreeable to all con-

cerned. The rules are then applied to determine how to

share the benefits of sharing an economic indivisibility

resulting from economies of scale, or joint costs. These

allocations, like sxibsidy-free prices, are not necessarily

welfare maximizing prices or allocations—they yield only a

given level of welfare. The benefit to employing either an

axiomatic scheme or one that employs the notion found in

subsidy-free prices is that society is guaranteed a level

of welfare, while under some other scheme the welfare could
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be higher, but could be much lower. By using these

schemes, society is able to avoid huge welfare losses.

More powerful axioms have been developed to deal

explicitly with the problem increasing returns to scale.

Billera, Heath, and Raanan (1978) used a Aumann-Shapley

(AS) value for non-atomic games (where the players range

over a continuum) to allocate costs for a common telephone

system to the various departments at Cornell University.

In a non-atomic game the player space is a continuum rather

than, say, outputs. For example, in the allocation of

costs for Cornell University's telephone system, the player

space is the time spent on various types of phone calls.

In atomic games, the player space can be landing rights,

as an airport (Littlechild, 1972), or perhaps access to a

telephone system. The conceptual difference centers around

the notion of whether the players are discrete units or

continuous units. Thus, the major benefit of AS alloca-

tions is that it can allocate something that is infinitely

divisible.

The difficulty, however, with the AS result is that

the axioms upon which the mechanisms are based are only

applicable to the case where there is no fixed costs (even

though there are scale economies). As Miriman, Samet, and

Tauman (MST) (1983) point out, this is not a major problem

in the long run since, by definition, there are no fixed

costs in the long run. But, the optimal short-run tech-
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nology may, and often does, have a fixed cost component

which must be allocated among its outputs if regulators so

require.

MST examine the problems of the AS allocator and

derive an allocation mechanism based on the AS allocation

that allows the allocation of fixed costs for the short run

firm. AS developed the following five axioms:

1. Cost sharing. The sxim of the allocations determined by

the mechanism must cover the cost of provision.

2. Rescaling. If the scale of measurement changes for the

commodities, the allocation is changed accordingly.

3. Consistency. Each unit of the "same good" has the same

price.

4. Additivity. Whenever a cost function can be split into

two or more components the siim of the allocations to a

particular division is the same as the allocation would
be if the cost function was not broken into components.

5. Positivity. Given two different cost functions, where
CI < C2, the allocation derived from C2 will be no lower

than that derived from CI.

Axiom (1) is similar to the breakeven axiom set up by

LW and the Moriarity equity provision. Axiom (2) is merely

LW's homogeneity axiom. Axiom (3) can be restated as the

proposition that, all other things held constant, red cars

should be priced the same as blue cars given that red paint

costs the same as blue paint. Since there are no demand

conditions in the axioms. Axiom (3) must be true. Ramsey

prices, which are an example of demand compatible cost

allocation mechanisms, account for these demand differences

to allocate costs by using the demand elasticity in the
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allocation formula. In the absence of demand infor-

mation. Axiom (3) insures a "sort" of horizontal equity.

Axiom (4) is used to produce the result that if costs

increase the allocation to a particular product should

increase, and Axiom (5) requires that the allocations from

separable parts of the cost function (for example, pro-

duction costs and management costs) sum to the allocation

if the costs of management and production were not separ-

ated.

With these five axioms it has been proven (Billera and

Heath) that, given continuous cost functions with no fixed

cost components, there exists a unique welfare alloca-

tion which is the AS allocation.

Now, let C(q*) = V(q*) + K, where q* is the cost

minimizing vector of outputs, C is total costs, V is

variable costs, and K is the fixed costs or public input.

This, of course, is a short-run cost function. However,

using AS prices to allocate C(q*), MST claim that an

allocation of fixed costs is associated with the allocation

of total costs when the technology used is the optimal

technology. Since the AS prices cover both fixed and

variable costs, it is possible to "break down" the alloca-

tion to variable and fixed costs. If C(q*) is used to

determine the AS cost sharing prices, there will be

a resulting set of prices p = p(pl,...,pra) when q* is

produced such that:
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'^ SC(tq)dt for i = 1 m,

6qi

where t is a scaler. Since prices cover both variable and

fixed costs, it is possible to calculate another set of

prices due only to the variable cost function, so

^i ^ P
6V(tq)dt f^^ i ^ 1 „.

. 6qi

Therefore, the difference in prices is

which means {pj_ - Vi)qi is the part of the price, pi, which

covers K for output of division i. It follows that

a^K = (Pi - Vi)qi =>

ai = (Pi - Vi)qi/K =>

Eaj_ = 1.

So, with just a "break down" of costs between the fixed and

variable components, it is impossible to discover the

implicit allocation of fixed costs which the Aumann-Shapley

value provides.

Nevertheless, this axiomatic approach has some useful

results, the most important of which is that this list of

rules derives a unique allocation which exists in the

core. The problem, however, is that this mechanism

allocates variable costs as well as fixed costs. What if

there were variable costs which were directly allocatable

to a particular division or user. Under AS, these costs
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would be allocated among all users even though only one

division caused them to be incurred.

In addition, it is not clear that this allocation

would be sustainable against competition since there is no

demand side considerations in the mechanism. Demand is,

for all intents and purposes, completely inelastic. This

is not a valid assumption for an implementable allocation

scheme. Finally, although related to the sustainability

issue but important in its own right, is the effect upon

entry. As a general result, AS would protect rivals from

predatory prices as defined by Areeda and Turner (1975), or

Ordover and Willig (1979), but the AS allocation could

actually make entry less desirable for some markets and

more desirable for others. It would be interesting to see

the result of an AS allocation when additional axioms con-

cerning entry and sustainability of the firm are added.

3 .6 Conclusion

This chapter has shown five types of cost allocating

mechanisms. The first, joint cost-Lindahl approach, was

shown to be the efficient allocation mecahnsim. The

second approach, Ramsey pricing, is the benchmark for

performance for other allocation rules. In the absence of

the efficent allocation due to free-riders or the prin-

ciple-agent problem for the firm, Ramsey prices represent

the constrained welfare maximizing result. Given Ramsey

prices as a standard, other allocation mechansims based
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upon the idea of fully distributed costs fall short of the

efficiencies guaranteed by the Ramsey rule. The game

theoretic approach yeilded information about the end

result of the allocation mechanism. A desirable property

is that the allocation involves a core solution. This

implies that there is at least a pareto efficient solution

and helps to eliminate allocation mechanism from considera-

tion. Finally, axiomatic schemes were discussed to show

that by obtaining a list of agreeable axioms it was

possible to get a core solution for the allocation. The

problem with the axiomatic approach is that is did not

cover all the possible axioms needed for many cases.

Axioms concerning sustainability, demand compatability, and

directly allocataOsle costs must be added to see if de-

sirable allocation still exists.

Cost allocation is a very important part of today's

administrative regulation and will become even more

important in the future (to the dismay of many positive

economists). The access charge arrangements currently

being implemented in the telecommunications industry are,

at best, a conglomeration of the above approaches, or at

worst, a completely ad hoc method. The business of

allocating costs has a long history, but the problems of

railroad regulators from the latter 19th century are still

with 20th century regulators. Hopefully, these same

problems will not be around for another hundred years.
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3.7 End Notes

1. See Fumas and Whinston (1982) for a fuller disccusion

of this point. Pareto efficient outcomes are not compar-

able on a basis of fairness.

2. Proof:

This proof requires two steps: (1) feasibility and

(2) nonimprovability.

1. Feasibility is rather trivially shown by

SPi < C(N)

.

2. Nonimprovability. Say EPi > C(S). Then, if there

exists some S' in S such that Epj_ < C(S'), then

there is incentive to form another coalition S' for

these in S', so Sp^ > C(S) is not in the core.

3. This problem is somewhat similar to the results des-

cribed by Charles Tiebout (1956), especially in the charac-

terization of the "average cost" of public goods provi-

sion. Even though it is intuitively similar to the average

cost function of a firm, it has a distinct difference: the

Tiebout average cost is a characteristic of demand only

while regular average cost terminology refers to a supply

condition.

While on this subject, the whole area of club theory

is particularly relevant to the problem presented in the

text of the Chapter II, especially for multiproduct clubs.

Sandler and Tschirhart (ST) (1980) talk about this phenom-

ena. ST specifically mention a paper by Berglas and Pines

(1978) that develops a model for a multiproduct club which

provides a better theoretic foundation (according to ST)

for public goods analysis. The problem with the Berglas

and Pines article, though, is that two important parts of

the models in the text were not included: cross subsid-

ization and complementary in production (economies of

scope )

.

Finally, it should be noted that the literature
surrounding the sustainability analysis by Baumol et al.

(1982) of multiproduct firms is very relevant to the

concerns of a multiproduct club. ST point out, however,
that to do this right requires that the sharing group size
for each product must be introduced to the cost functions,
and the particular indivisibility of the multiple products
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4. See Baiomol (1977) for a complete proof of this assertion

and Bailey and Friedlander (1978) for an overview of the

theory of multiproduct production.



CHAPTER IV
COST ALLOCATIONS WITHIN A MULTIPRODUCT FIRM

The types of questions arising from a regulation

determined cost allocation mechanism are different from

those concerning the optimal allocation. Regulators use

the allocation as a method of achieving policy goals. Over

the last forty years, the FCC and the States have altered

the cost allocation mechanism numerous times. An interest-

ing question to examine is what happens to the incentives

facing the firm when the allocation mechanism is changed.

This chapter examines the interrelationship between the

cost allocation mechanism and the demand for the capital

input when the input is shared by two fixed-proportion

divisions of the firm. It is useful to examine the fixed-

proportions case to isolate the interrelationships before

examining the more general case which includes the added

complexity of substitution between capital and other

inputs

.

4.1 Introduction: Production with One Input

The cost allocation problem can be seen in a model

using fixed proportion production functions, but before

continuing, an even simpler model is employed to set up

the analysis. Assume that in each of two markets the

production process uses only capital and takes on the

following form:

91
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q^ = K (4.1. a)

q2 = K, (4.1.1b)

where K represents the common capital used in the produc-

tion of goods 1 and 2. Certain assumptions about this K

need to be stated. First, once K is selected by the firm

it is fixed in the short run. Second, once the divisions

have agreed to jointly purchase a given level of K, a

change in the demand for K by either division does not

affect the use of K by the other division. In the public

goods literature, this property is known as nonrivalry in

consumption—it implies that use of the capital by one

division does not effect the other division's use. We also

assume that there is no congestion in the use of the

input. Finally, users of K can be excluded from use

by a positive price. The second two properties imply that

K is a price excludable public good while the first

property will allow analysis of the short-run welfare

effects of a change in the allocation mechanism.

Given the two production functions, the objective is

to maximize profits subject to a regulatory constraint

that requires the firm to earn zero economic profits. The

problem then becomes:

max n = Rl(ql) + R2(q2) - rK (4.1.2)

subject to

R^(gi) - arK =0 (4.1.3)

R2(q2) - (1 - a)rK = (4.1.4)
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gi(Pi) = qi(K), i = 1, 2; (4.1.5)

where R^(qj_) represents the revenue function for good i, r

represents the input wage rate for K, and a is the cost

allocation factor which is assumed to be between and 1.

In addition, it is assumed that both markets, demand for

the joint input K presses on capacity such that qi(Pi)
-

qj^(K) = 0. The output qj_ is assumed to be strictly

positive in order to insure that the firm's decision-mak-

ing process yields a nonzero solution. From eguations

(4.1.1a) and (4.1.1b) it can be seen that qi = q2 = K* By

substituting (4.1.1a) and (4.1.1b) into (4.1.3) and

(4.1.4), the constraints become:

R^(qi) - arqi = (4.1.3a)

R2(q2) - (1 - a)rq2 = (4.1.4a)

Since this next analysis is a short-run analysis, once

the firm selects the level of K, the firm cannot alter its

choice because capital is fixed. The firm has one chance

to pick its level of capital. Equations (4.1.3) and

(4.1.4) imply that price equals average cost in both

markets where a represents the share of total capital costs

allocated to product 1 and (1 - a) represents the share of

capital allocated to good 2. For simplicity, assume the

following linear demand curves exist for the two goods:

Pl = A - Tiqi (4.1.5)

P2 = A - X2q2. (4.1.6)
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This gives a system of six equations (4.1.1a, 4.1.1b, and

4.1.3-6) and five unknowns (pi, P2, qi. ^2' ^^ ^°^ ^^®

system. To solve the system, it is necessary to determine

a, the cost allocation mechanism. Solving equations

(4.1.3) and (4.1.4) for K yields

^ ' ^ = K = qi (4.1.3b)

^ - i^ ' a)r = j^ = q^ (4.1.4b)

and the only way that (4.1.3b) and (4.1.4b) can both be

true is if they are equivalent. Equating (4.1.3b) and

(4.1.4b) and solving for a yields

A(T2 - "Ci) + T^r
a = (4.1.7)

r(Ti + T2)

If it is assumed that the demands for goods 1 and 2

are identical (t^ = T2), then equation (4.1.7) yields a =

(l/2)r. So, given identical demands and an identical

production process, the optimal allocation of costs occurs

when both markets are charged one-half of the total

capital costs.

If the demands are not identical, a necessary question

to ask is what happens to a. If, for example, T]_ > T2 then a

< (l/2)r. In Figure 4.1, the two demand curves are drawn

reflecting x^ > X2. It can be seen that the market with the

greater relative demand pays more towards covering the

cost of capital. The Ramsey rule where price is selected
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based upon the elasticity of demand is consistent with the

result shown here. Let marginal cost for market 1 be ar

and for market 2. d - a)r. In Chapter III it was shown

that the Ramsey rule required that

(Pl - ar)ei _ (P2 " (l-a)r)e2
^ ^^

or that the percentage deviation from marginal cost

multiplied by the output demand elasticity across all

demanders is equal to a constant, v. In this example,

where a is chosen in the manner above, v = 0. This

implies that a welfare maximizing a is chosen. Each

division pays only the marginal valuation for the use of

capital.

The pricing mechanism selected to make the demand for

K identical by both production processes is called a

Lindahl (1959) price mechanism. Instead of allowing price

to vary and selecting the corresponding quantity of output

as is done in private goods analysis, a Lindahl price is

the price system that, given a level of a public good (K),

yields an individualized price for each user of the public

good where the sum of the individual prices is equal to

the marginal cost of providing the public good. Not only

isar the marginal cost for division 1, but it is also the

Lindahl price for division 1, and (1 - a)r is the Lindahl

price for division 2. In addition, the cost alloca-

tion mechanism picked in this manner yields the Samuelson-
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{l-a)r

Figure 4.1
Optimal Provision of K
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ian conditions (Samuelson, 1953) for the optimal provision

of a public good where the sum of the marginal evaluations

of capital for each division is equated to the marginal

cost, in Figure 4.1, the optimal provision is described

graphically. A vertical summation of the demand curves

for each division (qi + qz) Yields the total marginal

evaluation for capital (Eqi) curve for the joint use of

K. Since K = qi
= q2 the optimal cost allocation scheme

is based upon the marginal evaluation for K which yields

the Lindahl price of ar for division 1 and (1 - a)r fOr

division 2. From this simple model, it can be seen that a

firm will achieve an efficient result if it is allowed to

choose the allocation between markets given that it must

price at average cost in both markets and produce a

strictly positive level of output.

4.2 Fixed Proportions Model

To make the analysis a bit more realistic, two

assumptions are modified. First, both demands are dis-

tinct, so equations (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) are replaced by

p^ = A - Tiqi
(4.1.5a)

P2 = B - T2q2. (4.1.6a)

And second, the variable input z^ is used in the product-

ion of q^, so that

qi
= min [PiZi, K] (4.1.1a)

q2 = min [^2^2' ^^ (4.1.1b)
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Similarly, equations (4.1.2), (4.1.3), and (4.1.4) are

modified so that the problem is

max Ti = Rl(qi) + R2(q2) - wzi - WZ2 - rK (4.1.2a)

s.t. R^(qi) - wzi - arK = (4.1.3a)

R2(q2) - WZ2 - (l-a)rK = 0. (4.1.4a)

Once again, to solve for a, the two regulatory

constraints from (4.1.3a) and (4.1.4a) must first be

solved for K, which yields

K = A - wi - ar (4.1.3b)

K = B - W2 - (l-a)r (4.1.3b)

T^2

Where w^ = w^/Pi. Equating (4.1.3b) and (4.1.4b) and

solving for a yields

T2(A - W]_) - Xi(B - W2) + x^r
a = — •

r(Ti + T2)

This methodology yields ar and (1 - a)r which are the

Lindahl prices for divisions' 1 and 2 joint use of K.

This is the a which maximizes welfare given the average

cost price constraint in both markets. The next step in

the analysis is to examine the effect of changing on the

conditional input demands for the firm. Solving Equation

(4.1.3) for Z]_, Equation (4.1.4) for Z2, and Equations

(4.1.3) and (4.1.4) jointly for K yields

z
= A - w^ - arp^ (4^1, g)
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B - W2- (1 - Q)rP2 (4.1.9)

2 T B^

K = (A - w^) + (B - w^-rx^ (4.1.10)

•1 -^ 5

If the government decided for some policy reason to

alter a to allow low income consumers to be able to afford

product 1, how would the firm's decisions be altered? By

taking the dirivative of the input demand with respect to

a, the change in input demand can be seen.

dZj = - r ^ Q (4.1.11)

da Pl'^^l

dZ2 = _r_
> (4.1.12)

da P2"^2

Equation (4.1.11) shows that if a increases, the

amount of z^ demanded falls since all terms are positive.

This makes intuitive sense. As capital becomes more

expensive in market 1 due to an increase in a, the firm

must continue to price at average cost and earn zero

economic profits in both markets. The only way to do this

is to reduce the amount of Zj_ employed. In Figure 4.2,

the division starts out at the optimal point denoted A.

When the cost allocation factor changes, the firm experi-

ences a reduction in the amount of capital needed to

produce with a new level of z. The amount of K, however.
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is insensitive to the change in a since K is fixed in the

short run (equation 4.1.13).

Point B in Figure 4.2 reflects the point the division

would desire to move to if it could lay off the excess

capital. The division, however, must pay its share of the

firm's entire capital stock. This prohibits the firm from

operating at point B. Given an increase in a and the fact

that it must pay a share of the entire costs of K*
,
the

division must lower output and lay off labor to a point

such as C. At point C, the firm is paying for K* amount

of capital, but because the capital is so expensive

relative to the division's original position at point A,

the firm lays off its variable input and "wastes" the

capital input. Waste in this sense means that the division

would not normally choose the level of K it is now paying

for if the division was still operating efficiently.

AS a result of the increase in a, output falls from

qi to q?, which is a greater loss of output than if the

firm could lay off some of K. Equation (4.1.12) shows the

effect on the variable input in market 2. As a increases,

the amount of capital charged to the second division

decreases. Since K is fixed (equation 4.1.13), the firm

cannot expand output and since the division is earning

rents, it is violating the regulatory constraints. If the

firm were to lower prices in division 2 to dissipate the

rents, it would cause an increase in quantity demanded
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Figure 4.2
Effect of a Change in a in Market 1
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Figure 4.3
Effect of a Change in a in Market 2
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Which, in turn, would be impossible to fulfill given the

additional constraint that all demanders must be served.

Since the firm cannot increase K or lower price, it can

only use more variable inputs to "soak up" the rents

accruing to the firm in case of an increase in a.

Figure 4.3 shows how this occurs. As a increases,

(1 - a) decreases which rotates the isocost line away from

the origin. The firm cannot move to a higher production

isoquant because of the capital is fixed at K* and the

fixed proportions production function. Division 2 hires

more Z2 to allow it to dissipate profits.

Figure 4.4 shows the effects of a changing a on the

two divisions of the firm. Starting at price equivalent

to average cost given a, each division selects the same

level of K which is the optimal K* . Each division then

produces output based upon K* such that qi = qi(K*) and q2

= q2(K*). If a is increased to a' then the average cost

in division 1 becomes (w + a'r) and in division 2 average

cost falls to (w + (1 - a')r). It seems that in division

1, the response of a change in a would be to produce at qi

(points in Figure 4.4). This is not correct since the

division must still pay for a share of K* amount of

capital and must produce at qi (point C in Figure 4.4).

In fact, what actually occurs is an even larger decline in

output as a increases. Output falls from qi(K*) to ql

because division one's wage bill for K is a'K*. In order
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to pay for the total amount of allocated capital, the firm

must raise price so that it breaks even. Price thus rises

from (w + a'r) to p1 to ensure that total revenue equals

total cost. Figure 4.4b shows what happens in market 2 as

average cost falls. The division experiences a cost

savings but cannot increase output past q2(K*) because of

the fixed nature of the investment.

If we assume that there are zero income effects, we

can see that the net effect in terms of efficiency is

negative. As output falls from q^K*) to qj due to an

increase in a it is possible to show that even if all the

cost savings in division 2 is recognized as a social cost

saving, the loss to society will be larger than the dead-

weight loss (MHI) due to a loss in output in division 1.

In division 1 there is no change in profits, as they still

are zero. The loss to consumers, however, is GJMHI. To

show the loss in efficiency, it is necessary to show that

the cost saving in division 2 is less than GJHMI. If we

assume the elasticity of demand in the relevant range is

unitary, then examining Figure 4.4,

(a) GJ = BEFC;

(b) since total costs in division 1 do not change,

the capital cost increase must equal the labor

cost decrease (BC);

(c) since the cost savings form division 2 equals

the cost increase to division one, U - EC;

By combining (a), (b) , and (c), the cost savings in

division 2 equals BC: the reduction in variable inputs in
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division 1. The area BC, however, is less than BCEF = GJ.

So the social loss exceeds the area MHI by the area EF. So

even if the cost increase in division 1 is exactly offset

by the cost savings in division 2, welfare still falls.

By altering the assiamption of unitary elasticity of

demand for the output in market 1, more information can be

gleaned from this model due to output changes that occur

as a result of a change in a. Equations (4.1.11) and

(4.1.12) can be rewritten so that

Zla = -r/Pl-Ci = - (rqi/PiPi)ei <

Z2a = r/32T^2 = (rq2/P2P2)e2 >

by noting that x^ =dpi/dqi and by multiplying the express-

ion by (qi/Pi) (Pi/qi) . This allows us to obtain the

derivative of Zj_ with respect to a to be a function of the

output demand elasticity (ej_). If ej_, for example, is

zero, then there will be no change in the amount of Zj.

demanded by division 1. If, however, e^ is perfectly

elastic, an impossibility result occurs. An attempt to

make division 1 pay any more of the joint costs causes the

firm to shut down division 1. The more elastic the output

elasticity (all other things held constant) for division 1,

the greater will be the reduction in z^. This is shown

diagramatically in Figure 4.5.

When the isocost curve is allowed to change as output

changes, there is a scale effect or output effect. Output

may change when input prices change. For example, the
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own price elasticity is zero, there is no change in output

and the division will remain at point A in Figure 4.5 even

after a change in a. In order to remain at point A,

however, the division must spend more on inputs and total

cost will rise. The optimal amounts of inputs will be used

when the own price demand elasticity is perfectly inelas-

tic. As the demand elasticity becomes more elastic,

however, output does change and the change in total costs

becomes smaller. So the smaller the demand elasticities,

the smaller will be the distortions due to a change in a.

Figure 4.5 shows the same result as Figure 4.2 when the

elasticity of demand is unitary. Production falls to qj

and zi falls to zj;. As the output elasticity becomes

greater than 1, the isocost curve shifts down towards the

origin and the firm will lay off more zi to produce, using

K* as shown by point D. Total cost falls with higher

elasticities and the fall is solely due to a decrease in

the variable input since the division must pay for the

entire amount of capital (K*) even if it is not used.

4.3 Long Run Analysis

The fixed-proportions firm with constant returns to

scale technology, sharing of a capital input, and a linear

demand for output, alters its long run use of capital based

upon the relative sizes of the output demands. Recall

equations (4.1.3b) and (4.1.4b) which together determine

the joint demand for K. By taking the total derivative of
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each division's demand for the capital input it is possible

to see the effects of a altered a on the long run choice of

K.

dK/da = -x/xi < 0; for division 1,

dK/da = r/T2 > 0; for division 2.

Since the overall change in K depends upon the effect

of a change in the joint use,

dK/da = r(l/T2 - l/x^) < 0. (4.3.1)

As the difference in the inverses of the respective

slopes gets larger, the difference in the long run amount

of capital increases. In addition, if the slopes are equal

there will be no change in the long run demand for capital.

This is exactly what one would expect. It is impor-

tant to note that if the cost allocation mechanism is

altered then there can be a change in the demand for

capital. By altering the allocation mechanism, there is

an effect on the firms incentives to chose the long run

capital stock. This same effect will be explored later in

Chapter Five for the case of variable proportion production

functions, but in both cases there is the same general

effect as the allocator is altered. This is something that

policy makers never realized when they increased the

allocator in the telecommunications industry.

The effect of a new allocator is not necessarily

neutral, and may in fact cause total firm costs to rise

in the long run. A reallocation of costs from (say) local
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service to (say) long distance could cause the size of the

local network to diminish. This could have the effect of

effectively increasing the cost of local service in terras

of higher prices, or may impose costs in terms of lower

efficiency on toll users.

4. 4 Increasing Returns to Scale in One Market

A logical question that follows from this type of

analysis is what are the firm's incentives if there are

increasing returns to scale in one market. This analysis

requires a more rigorous formulation. This change in the

model's formulation will allow some assessment to the

current state of affairs in the telecommunications indus-

try. If one of the markets using a joint input consistent-

ly gets more and more of the joint costs allocated to it,

the types of distortions occurring vis a vis the output mix

and capital input mix need to be analyzed. Assume that

division one's production function is now

qi = min [3xZ;i_, K^] .

The problem, then, is to maximize profits subject to

the break-even provision and the fixed proportions require-

ments. This becomes

max n = P]_(qi)qi + P2(q2)^2 " ^^1 ~ ^^2 ~ ^^

s.t. pj^ < (wz^ + arK)/qi

P2 < (wz2 + (1 - a)rK)/q2
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K/132 = 22

q^^ = min [Piz^, K'']

q2 = rain [^2^2' ^^ *

By substituting k2/3i for zi and K/P2 ^or Z2, the problem

can be written as:

max L = Pi(qi)qi + I>2^<l2^'i2 " w/PiK2 - W/P2 "^K

+ UiLw/Pi + ar/K^ - pi]

+ U2[w/32 + (1 - ct)^ " P2I'

which yields the following first order conditions,

Lk = (1 - Ui)(MRPi - 2wK/Pi) + (1 - U2)(MRp5 - w/|32) " r

+U]_ar + y.2(l " ^^^ - °

(4.3.1)

(4.3.1a)
LjqK =

U2) ^

(4.3.2a)

La = rK(ui - U2) ^ (4.3.2)

Lc^a =

1^1 = -pi(K) + w/Pi + ar/K > (4.3.3)

I^lUl = (4.3.3a)

1^2 = -P2(K) + W/P2 + (1 - ar) > (4.3.4)

where MRPj is the marginal revenue product of capital for

market i, 1 = 1, 2. By allowing the firm the choice of K

and a given the regulatory constraints, the firm will

choose an allocator (a) and a capital stock (K) to maximize

profits. Given that this is a Kuhn-Tucker problem there are

numerous possible solutions, one of which deserves attent-
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ion. If K > 0, a > 0, and Ui > 0, the first order condit-

ions can be rewritten as

Pl = w/Pi + ar/K (4.3.5)

P2 = w/p2 + (1 - a)r (4.3.6)

VL-L
= y.2

(4.3.7)

MRPj - 2wK/3i + MRp5 - w/132 = 0. (4.3.8)

Now, since the marginal revenue product equals marginal

revenue multiplied by the marginal product we know that at

the corner of the isoquant the marginal product for

capital for division one is 2K, and for division two the

marginal product is 1. The marginal revenue product of

capital for division i can be written as

6Pi
MRP^ = MRi*MP^ = (5^1 + Pi)*MP^ = Pid - l/ei)*MPi^,

where e^ is the absolute value of the price elasticity of

demand. Equation (4.3.1) can be rewritten as

Pl(l - l/ei)2K + P2(l - 1/62) - 2wK/|3i - W/P2 = 0-

The next step is to solve for K and then take the

total derivative of K with respect to a to see the long run

change in K as the allocation mechanism is altered when

one division experiences economies of scale. Finding K,

we get

P2(l - 1/62) - W/P2
K = . (4.3.9)

Pl(l - l/ei)2 - 2w/Pi

Now by taking the derivative with respect to a, and letting

m.= (1 - 1/ e.), we obtain
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-2

dK = {[(6P2/ 6K) m2dK + (6p2/6a) m2da](2p^m^ - 2w/3i)}*D

-2
- {[(6p^/ 6K)m^dK +2(65 /5a) ra^da](P2m2 " ^/^2^*^

where D is the denominator of (4.3.9). Solving

dK/da we obtain,

dK -r[m2Qi + iniQ2/K]

(4.3.10)

da 2qJ + armiQ2/K2

where Qi =[MRPi -w/Pi], and the derivatives of prices

were obtained from the constraints in equations (4.3.3) and

(4.3.4). Thus an increase in a (to the jurisdiction with

economies of scale) can cause the long run K stock to fall

or rise.

Notice that the size and the sign of the effect

of a change in the allocator depends upon the relative

price elasticities embodied in the m^ terras. The overall

sign of dK/da depends on both the sign of the numerator and

of the denominator. With the existance of the various sign

possiblilities, a unique determination of the sign is

impossible. Even so, some information can still be gleaned

from the derivative to give some information about the

direction of the change. Looking first to the denominator,

it is likely that the denominator will be positive since

(a) the first term will always be positive and (b) the

second term (even if negative) will most likely be small

since it is multiplied by a (which is less than 1) and is
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also divided by k2. The term within the brackets in the

numerator is also likely to be positive, but there is the

possibility that it could be negative.

First, if we assume that the denominator is positive,

and that the term within the brackets is also positive,

then dK/da < 0. This implies that as a is increased, the

price increases (because the division experiencing econo-

mies of scale and must ride up its "average cost" curve) —

lowering the quantity demanded for market one. This, in

turn, lowers the derived demand for K for market one which

outweighs any increase in the derived demand for K in

market two. This result would be consistent with a

relatively inelastic demand in market two and a relatively

elastic demand in market one. The benefits from scale

economies are thus frustrated by increasing the allocation

to the division with scale economies.

Now, if we assume that the relative elasticities are

reversed and market one (the market with economies of

scale) was the relatively inelastic and market two (the

market with constant returns to scale) was relatively

elastic, then it is possible that the sign of dK/da > 0.

Since the inelastic demand will keep the output for good

one relatively constant, the derived demand for the joint

input K will not fall very much. Market two will exper-

ience an increase in its derived demand for capital which
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could offset any decrease from market one. Thus the

overall change in the amount of capital could be positive.

Regulators should be aware of the fact that their

decisions to change the cost allocation mechanism will

have an effect on the size of the long run capital stock.

If a regulator tries to increase the allocator to a

division of a firm (say long distance) to benefit consum-

ers of goods provided by another division of the firm (say

local service) the regulatory action may cause the stock

of the joint input (capital) to diminish. This could mean

that the class of customers ostensibly benefitting from a

reduced cost allocation may be hurt by the cost increases

associated with a lower capital stock (that is, lower

efficiency)

.

4.5 Conclusions

This chapter examined some simple cost allocation

models which allocated the cost of a public input between

the divisions of a fixed proportion production process

firm. By examining even these simple models some of the

output distortions anticipated by others (Averch-Johnson,

1961 and Needy, 1975) can be seen in a different light.

Fixed proportions technology avoids the over-capitaliza-

tion problem conjectured by Averch and Johnson because the

firm can not alter its input mix to take advantage of a

higher return on capital. By altering the allocation

mechanism, there is an effect on the firms incentives to
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chose the long run capital stock. In the long run with

economies of scale in one division there was an incentive

for the firm to reduce its capital stock as the allocating

mechanism was increased.

The effect of a new allocator is not necessarily

neutral, and may in fact cause total firm costs to rise in

the long run. A reallocation of costs from (say) local

service to (say) long distance could cause the size of the

local network to diminish. This could have the effect of

effectively increasing the cost of local service in terms

of higher prices, or may impose costs in terms of lower

efficinecy on toll users.
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4.6 End Notes

1 Without the assumption of positive production, one

oi the firm's equilibrium, points is at zero Production

Given the cost minimizing assumption, the firm couia

produce nothing and be minimizing costs. For this analysis

it can be assumed that the firm must produce if it is in

the marke?. The regulator can insure ^^^r^i^^.^^^^J^f^^^
certificates of necessity to only those firms who are

willing to serve positive units of output.

2. My thanks to Rich Romano for pointing this out and

producing the graphical analysis.



CHAPTER V

REGULATION AND COST ALLOCATION BETWEEN MARKETS

A cost allocation scheme's effect on the overall

level of welfare for society depends upon the choices left

to regulators and to the firm. For example, an uncon-

strained firm will choose a cost allocation mechanism that

will allow profits to be maximized while a regulator might

choose an allocation mechanism encompassing some idea of

maximizing social welfare. The purpose of this paper is

to examine incentives to the firm and industrial perform-

ance under various institutional arrangements and policy

rules.

5.1 Cost Allocations between two Regulatory

Jurisdictions

Hannon (1978) studied the cost allocation problem

by examining the effects of the cost allocation mechanism

on the output of the firm. The approach yields a great

deal of information, but does not consider the problem

from the input side. Hannon implicitly treated the shared

capital (K) like a common input instead of a joint or

public input in his model, with the firm subject to

a regulatory constraint in both markets. Although, the

model is similar to the standard Averch-Johnson (1962)

models, Hannon points out the necessity to use these

models,

118
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If a minimally adequate theoretical base is to

underlie the discussion of rate of return regula-

tion, Averch-Johnson models must be expanded to

encompass partial and "^^lti-:i^^^=^J;f^i°''^i
regulation ... the primary emphasis being on

the impact of changes in the cost allocations

between markets rather than analyzing or detect-

ing A-J effects (Hannon, 1978: 31).

This point is especially valid given the well-known

criticisms of Averch-Johnson models (Peles and Stein

(1976), and Joskow (1974)).

Secondly, when Hannon examined the effects of a

changing cost allocator (a) on the firm's behavior, he

assumed that changing a had no effect on capital. As will

be shown below, there could be a relationship between the

cost allocation mechanism and the amount of capital used in

the production process. There is no reason to assume a

priori that Hannon 's assumption is even true. In a more

realistic setting (section 5.3), the effect of the cost

allocation on capital becomes very important when examining

the effect of a change in a on the choice of capital.

As mentioned previously, Hannon' s model did not deal

with joint costs, but with common costs (which can be

defined loosely as those cost which are common to all

production process). More precisely, however, when plant

is an input in the production of two products, the cost of

the input is a common cost if, in the production of one

good, the amount of capacity left for production of other

goods is diminished. There is, in fact, an opportunity

cost of producing product one rather than product two.
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Coitunon costs could thus be allocated on the basis of cost

causation since there is an opportunity cost of using the

input for one particular product over another. With joint

costs, however, there is no opportunity cost of producing

one good over the other. In this sense too, a joint input

is like a public input. In fact, while producing one

output, the firm has available an input that can be used to

produce another output.

The problem faced by regulators is that it is diffi-

cult to identify common costs and treat them differently

than joint costs. The solution is often to lump the costs

together and speak of allocating joint and common costs.

In this respect Hannon's model simulates reality. Neverthe-

less, the firm still bases its decisions upon the marginal

productivities of inputs even though it is subject to these

accounting costs allocation rules.

Sweeny (1982) employed a model similar to the model

described below using the accounting formulae examined in

Braeutigam (1980). Sweeny examined the effect of two

different fully distributed cost allocation formulas

(relative output and relative revenues) on the output

decisions of the firm given that it is subject to regula-

tion in numerous jurisdictions. Sweeny's results showed

that a firm using one of these accounting rules will choose

a price vector which is dominated (i.e. there is a differ-

ent set of price-output combinations that will yield
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greater than or equal outputs with at least the same level

of overall profit.) The model presented in the next

sections examines the problem of allocating joint costs,

and the effect of changing the cost allocation formula on

output and capital input use. Unlike both Sweeny and

Hannon, however, this model assumes that the input choice

is effected by the cost allocation formula.

5.2. A Two Jurisdiction Model with Joint Costs

This section seeks to analyze the effects of altering

the cost allocation factor (a) on the firm's input choice

and output mix in the short run and in the long run. The

comparative statics of a stylized model of cost allocation

with regulation will be analyzed to show how much more

complex the firm's decisions have become and to show how

the firm, if left to maximize profit, will choose a cost

allocation scheme consistent with the regulatory con-

straints.

The production function used in these models is a

general neoclassical production function. The major

difference here is that one input (K) enters the production

function of two different goods. The models described

below have a firm producing different outputs in two

markets. Thus the production functions take the following

form:

qj_(K,Zj_) for i = 1, 2,
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where q^ > and qi > 0. The input K is a joint input

into the production of both goods 1 and two while the

input Zi can be a vector of other inputs unique to the

production of good i.

The analysis next proceeds in four stages. First, the

short-run, and thus, the variable cost functions are

derived for all levels of the public input K.. Second,

profit will be maximized over the choice of K, q^. and q2

subject to the regulatory constraint that price in each

market be no greater than average cost. Third, we

let the firm chose a, and fourth we will explore the

implications of deviating from the firm's preferred a.

Now let Cl(qi) = vl{qi,K,w) + arK, and

c2(q2) = v2(q2,K,w) + (l-a)rK,

where vi(qi,K,w) = min wzj, s.t. qi = qi(K,Zi) for i = 1,2,

Zi

Forming the Lagrangean and deriving the first order condi-

tions ,

LZi = w - Uiq| =0 i = 1.2, (5.2.1)

LUi = qi
- qi(K,Zi) =0 i = 1,2, (5.2.2)

where Ui is the Lagrangean multiplier for market i.

By employing the implicit function theorem, the

conditional demand functions for each of the variable

inputs can be derived. Thus, zj = zJ(qi,K,w) for each

output and the variable cost functions vi are obtained so

that
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*
i = 1.2. (5.2.3)vi(qi,K,w) = wzi i = 1/2.

This variable cost function thus has the following proper-

ties:

ii) V^ = (6V^/ 6q^) > 0, for i = 1,2.

) vi = (6V^/ 6K) < 0, for i = 1,2.
11; .j^

iii) V^ = w*(5Zj_/ 6K)

The first property is that marginal (variable) costs must

be positive for both outputs. The second property states

that variable costs decrease as the amount of capital

increases. The third property, derived from the definition

of the variable cost function, states that the derivative

of the variable cost function with respect to K is the

marginal rate of technical substitution between Zi and K

multiplied by the wage rate (w) of z^.

As a bench-mark to compare with the next model let us

assume we have the following total cost function:

C(qi, q2) = V^(q3_,K) + v2(q2,K) + rK (5.2.4)

Given this function, we now desire to determine the

optimal provision conditions for K. From the public goods

literature (Samuelson, 1956) we know the firm will choose

K to minimize costs by setting the summation of the

marginal rates of technical substitution equal to the ratio

of the wage rates. This can be done by taking the deriva-

tive of the above cost function with respect to K so as to

yield the following first order condition:
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vi+v2=r (5.2.5)

Rearrangement yields:

(6z^/ 6q^) + (6Z2/ 6q2) = ^/^ (5.2.6)

NOW that the technology can be described, the next

step is to maximize profit (n) over the choice of K, qi,

and a, given the regulatory constraint that prices must be

no greater than average cost as defined by the regulators.

This constraint is the familiar rate of return constraint

which allows the firm a specified rate of return on

capital. If r is the true economic cost of capital, the

regulators pick a Si > r as a cap on the firm's earnings.

Therefore, price in the first jurisdiction must be:

Pl < {V^ + aS]_K)/qi,

and price in jurisdiction two must be less than or equal to

average costs as defined by:

P2 < (v2 + (1 - a)S2K)/q2-

The firm is allowed to choose its level of output, capital

input use, and cost allocation scheme. To do so, it under-

takes the following maximization:

Max Ti = Rl(qi) + R2(q2) " vl(qi,K,w) - v2(q2,K,w) - rK

^'"^^'"^
s.t. a) Rl(qi) - vl(qi,K,w) - asiK <

b) R2(q2) - v2(q2,K,w) - (l-a)S2K <

c) qi > 0, K > 0, for i = 1,2.

where K represents the long run demand for K.

Before analyzing the Kuhn-Tucker first order condi-

tions, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the
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revenue and cost functions. For a maximum, the Kuhn-Tuck-

er sufficiency theorem requires the objective function to

be differentiable and concave in the non-negative orthant.

In addition, each constrained function must be differenti-

able and convex in the non-negative orthant. According to

the Kuhn-Tucker sufficiency condition, if a solution

satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions it will be

a global maximum (Chiang, 1974:722). In addition, the

following regularity conditions are assumed:

i) f^ = R}>0 i = l,2.

6q,

ii) ^ ^ = R^^< i = 1,2.

6qj_6qj_

iii) ^=v}>0i=l,2.
Sq^

iv)
^^^^

= v} > 0, i = 1,2.

Sq^Sq.

V)

vi)

vii)

^^^ = vj < 0, i = 1,2.
6K ^

sV ^ V^ > 0, 1

6K 6K

sV = 0, i # j.

6K 6q

.

6V = 0, i 94 j.viii)

6qj_6qj
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The first four conditions are the typical first and

second order conditions. Conditions (v) and (vi) are the

same as those derived above during the discussion of the

variable cost function. The last two conditions though are

used to get at the public good nature of the capital input,

condition (vii) says that a change in output in one market

has no effect on the cost savings attributable to K in the

other market. This "independence" assumption is employed

to make the analysis a bit less complicated. Condition

(viii) requires that the marginal cost of one market be

independent of a change in output in the other market.

This will preclude the possibility of congestion in the

use of the joint input.

Letting M(qi,q2,K,a) be the objective function, the

Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions are:

% = -Vjd-Ui) - V^(l-U2) - r + asiui + (l-a)S2U2
-(°^2.7a)

MkK=0
(5.2.7b)

Ml = (r1 - Vl)(l - Ui) ^ (5.2.8a)

M ^ - n
(5.2.8b)

M2 = (R? - V^)(l-U2) ^
(5.2.9a)

- n (5.2.9b)

Ma = (siui - S2U2)K ^ (5.2.10a)

Maa=0 (5.2.10b)

M^j_ = -r1 + yl + as^K > (5.2.11a)

M ,, - n (5.2.11b)
^ulUi -

M^2 = -R^ + v2 + (l-a)S2K > (5.2.12a)
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{5.2.12b)
M^2^2 = °

Given these first order conditions it is necessary to rule

out values the choice variables may take in order to be

assured a solution exists.

From the examination of the constraints, two feasible

solutions exists. The values of the choice variables

which are consistent with the first solution are:

K > 0, Ui = 0, U2 > 0' ^i > °' foJ^ i = 1'2-

This is the case where the firm is regulated (constrained)

in only one market (market 2). From the constraint

analysis the only possible value of a which can exist

without a violation of any of the constraints is a =0.

This implies that none of the joint costs are allocated to

the unregulated market. If a were greater than 0, then the

constraint in equation (5.2.10a) should be zero by comple-

mentary slackness. But since Ui = 0, equation (5.2.10a)

implies -U2S2 = 0- However, since it was assumed M2 and S2

are positive, the constraint is violated. Therefore a must

be zero in this solution.

Temin and Peters (1985), in their explanation of the

history of the separations process, conclude that it was in

AT&T's best interests to put all of its joint plant in

the local jurisdiction before the FCC took an active stance

in the regulation of interstate messages. The above model

partly explains why AT&T fought the introduction of the

station to station method of accounting where AT&T was
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required to charge a portion of its joint plant used in

the production of toll and local calls to both the long

distance and local jurisdictions. This Kuhn-Tucker

solution is essentially the solution with the board to

board method of accounting: the allocation scheme favored

by AT&T prior to FCC regulation. The Kuhn-Tucker multipli-

er ui equal to zero implies that there was no effective

regulatory constraint, nor was there any reason to share

costs if they could be allocated completely to the regulat-

ed jurisdiction.

Similarly, when the FCC attempted to split AT&T

into two separate subsidiary companies in the Computer II

(1980) decision (one regulated and the other unregulated)

to allow the unregulated long distance division to compete

against unregulated firms on a "fair" basis, the FCC

recognized the incentive to shift its common and joint

costs to the regulated local jurisdiction. In order to

avoid this result the FCC instituted very detailed and

complicated rules to make sure the integrated telecommuni-

cations firm would not be expanding its markets at the

expense of the local telephone customer or have an unfair

advantage over its competitors.

Returning to the model, we note that the second

solution is the case where the firm is subjected to

regulation in both markets (ui, U2. > 0)' ^ positive amount

of capital is chosen (K > 0), and output in both markets is
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positive (qi > 0). The cost allocation mechanism (a)

consistent with all the first order conditions, not

surprisingly, can range from zero to one depending upon the

system of the first order conditions.

Examining the first order condition in equation

{5.2.7a) while assuming that K > 0, let us compare this

result with the benchmark cost minimizing condition shown

in equation (5.1.5). By rearranging (5.2.7a) and defining

V^ (1 - U-) = ~^^Yi'
^°^ ^ ~ ^'^' ^^^^

zi + zl = (r - as.Ui - (1 - ci)S2U2)/w (5.2.13)

Equation (5.2.13) says that the optimal amount of K is

chosen based upon the constrained sum of the marginal rates

of technical substitution (MRTS) between K and z^ being set

equal to a function of the ratio of the wage rates. From

the cost minimizing case in equation (5.2.2) we can see

that the choice of K was based simply on the sum of the

unconstrained MRTS being set equal to the ratio of the

wage rates.

Now, if a is chosen by the firm and is positive,

then, from equations (5.2.10a) and (5.2.10b), we know that

(U1S1-U2S2) = 0*

Thus, (5.2.13) reduces to

z^^ + Zj^2 = (J. _ s^u^)/w (5.2.13a)

Not surprisingly, the expression on the right hand side of

(5.2.13a) is not equal to the ratio of wage rates (r/w) and

in fact is greater than (r/w) since Uisi > 0. This is the
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standard Averch-Johnson result. Only in this case the

input is a joint input into the production of both ser-

vices. BY allowing the firm to choose a, the firm will

pick an a that will equate the effective regulatory

constraints across the jurisdictions thus yielding the

standard AJ result.

After examining the constraint and finding a solution,

it is possible to derive the values of the choice variables

that maximize profits. Using the implicit function

theorem the optimal values are:

qJ(w,r,Si) i = 1,2.

K*(w,r,Si)

a*(w,r,Si)

Thus, given a rate of return constraint requiring

prices to be no greater than allowed average cost, and

allowing the firm to choose its capital input and output in

both markets, the firm will choose an a to allocate costs

between the two divisions in such a way that is consistent

with the regulatory constraints.

It is important to note that if regulators in both

jurisdictions set Si = r, the firm will act to set prices

consistent with the new allowed rates of return. What is

interesting about these prices is that they will be Ramsey

prices. Equations (5.2.8a) and (5.2.9a) can be rewritten

so that:
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(Pl- ^1'
, ,

' ^2- A^ ,5.2.14)

Pi P2

From equations (5.2.11a) and (5.2.12a) we know that price

must equal average cost which is a function of a. By

inserting. these prices (pj) into (5.2.14) we get:

(P*- v^) (P^- V^)

_J__^ e = e (5.2.15)

Pi P2

These prices are equal to the 'average cost' when a is

chosen to set ui = U2 from the first order condition in

equation (5.2.10a). This has the effect of constraining

the firm to just one regulatory constraint which results

in the standard Ramsey result. Even when s^ i^ r
,

a "Ramsey

like" result will occur because the firm attempts to set a

so as to equate Uisi and U2S2. The result, which is not

even a second best result, will depend upon the relative

demand elasticities.

Theoretically, it is not necessary for regulators to

set a since regulators implicitly determine a when they set

the allowed rates of return. If si > S2 we would expect

the firm to pick a particular a, and if the sign was

reversed, the firm would choose another allocation.

However, the reality of the situation is that the cost

allocation factor, a, is a politically determined variable.

The history of the separations process detailed in Gabel
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(1967), Sichter (1977), and Temin and Peters (1985)

demonstrates that the telecommunications cost allocator had

changed numerous times in the last four decades to rectify

imbalances in interstate versus intrastate toll rates, to

stave off rate increases for the local companies, and to

keep AT&T from earning excess profits. The next logical

question to ask is what happens to the output choices and

level of capital chosen if the allocating factor is changed

by the regulators to meet their policy goals.

5.3 Long Run Results when a is Exogenous

AS mentioned above, Hannon (1978) and Sweeney (1982)

either assumed or implicitly set dK/da =0. In so doing,

they were unable to examine the effect of exogenous changes

in a on all the firm's decisions. By taking the total

differential of the Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions

(assuming an exogenous a set by regulators) a linear system

of five equations is derived and shown in Table 5.1. Now,

by dividing both sides of the system by da and rearranging

the system into matrix notation such that the system is now

represented as Hx = d where

H =

rViK M^iqi
rV2K Su2q2

M^iK >2K Mkk %i Mk2

Kilql Mki Mil
IV2q2 Mk2 ^ ^22

and where x = dui/da
dU2/'^ct
dK/da
dqi/da
dq2/da

and d = -siK
S2K
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using Cramer's rule to solve for the elements of x,

the comparative statics can be derived and are shown in

Table 5.2.

As can be seen in Table 5.2, the signs of the total

derivatives with respect to a are not absolutely determina-

ble, but it is still possible to obtain some information.

The fact that dK/da is unlikely to be zero is important in

and of itself. By examining the denominator (D) we know

that for a maximum, the sign of the principal minors must

alternate and the sign for the determinant of the bordered

Hessian must be negative. Although not shown here, this

condition has been met. Equation (1) in Table 5.2 shows

the comparative static for dK/da. The first term (B1M22 -

B2MK2) < since M22 < 0, Mk2 > and Bi > 0. Correspond-

ingly, the second term is positive since it is preceded by

a negative sign.

Before going further, the importance of differing

regulatory policies should be noted in conjunction with the

AJ effect. There is still the mathematical result that a

firm will choose to employ more than the optimal amount of

capital when allowed to earn a rate of return greater than

the cost of capital. Even if some of the behavioral

implications of the AJ hypothesis are subject to debate,

there is the added problem of how the capital choice is

affected when the firm employs capital subject to cost

allocation regulation. This new distortion depends in part
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Table 5,1
Total Differentiation of First Order Conditions

+ TVl,K^ + Ti^l,ql'^^l = -siKda

^Ll,K<iV^l + Tl^2,KdVi2 + Ttj^ciK + Tij^^dqi + Tij^2^q2 = (S2U2 " SiUi)da

TT^l^qidui + Tij^i^iK + Tx^^dqi = -SiUiKida

^i2,q2d^2 + "^2^ "^ ^22^*52 = 32^2^2^^

T^KK = -SV^K^l - Ui) < Ti^i^K = Vj + asi >

TlKl = -4l(l - Ui) > V,ql " '^^^ ' ^i ""^l^l^ ^ °

^K2 = -V|2(l - Vi2) > Ti^2,K = vg + ( 1 - a)S2 >

R.
U2,q2

= -(R^ - V^ - (1 - a)S2K2) >

Till = f(^h " '^ll^^l " ^1^ "^ Kii(asiVLi - r)] <

TI22 = [(^^2 " v52)(^ " ^^2^ + K22((l-a.)S2U2 " r)] <
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upon the relative size of uisi versus U2S2' ^^ divergent

regulatory treatment. This behavior may, in fact, be a

more plausible reason for any capital use distortions or

output distortions than the standard AJ distortion.

NOW looking at equation (2) in Table 5.2 the sign of

dqi/da depends upon the relative importance of the regula-

tory constraints as does the sign of dK/da. The sign of

the second and third terms are able to be determined and

turn out to be positive; so, if (UiSi - U2S2) is positive

(or relatively small) then the sign of dqi/da in equation

(2) will be negative since the numerator is positive and

the denominator is negative. Similarly, in equation (3)

the second and third terms are negative. Coupled with the

possibility that (uiSi - U2S2) is negative (or positive and

relatively small), the sign of dq2/da in equation (2) will

be positive.

For dqi/da > in equation (2), and dq2/da < in

equation (3) the effect of the differences between the

effective regulatory constraints (uisi - U2S2) n»^st

outweigh the effects of the terms that have a definite

sign. The fact that the sign of the entire differential

equation can not be determined with certainty suggests that

the possibility that a perverse policy result could occur.

For example, say regulators increased a (thus increasing

the share of the joint-costs to market one) to encourage

more consumption of good two by making the price of good
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two lower. Then if, dqs/da < because of the relative

effects of the effective regulatory constraint (UiSi -

U2S2) terms outweighing the terms with a definite sign, the

increase in a will have the exact opposite effect from what

the policy intended. Because of this possibility, however

remote it might be, regulators should take care to ascer-

tain the effects of changing the allocator.

Finally, the sign of da/dK will depend, to a great

extent, on the relative demand elasticities for the two

markets. If demand in market 1 is relatively inelastic,

the MRTS will be insensitive to changes in price, and if

market 2's demand is elastic, we would expect to see an

increase (shift) in the MRTS for market 2 which would

offset any decrease in market I's MRTS.

5.4 Short Run Analysis with an Exogenous Change in a

In the short run, when the firm cannot alter its

underlying capital structure, it is interesting to note the

effects of an exogenous change in the cost allocation

formula on the output in the two markets. Unlike the long

run results, more definitive results can be derived. As

mentioned above, the cost allocation mechanism has been

altered in the past for numerous policy reasons. If the

regulator were to arbitrarily increase the cost allocation

mechanism, the firm will shift some of the costs presently

covered by one division to the other division of the firm.

This would cause prices to change in order to be consistent
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with the regulatory constraints. By setting dK = it is

possible to see the short run affects of a change in a.

Solving the system HiXi = xi for Xi where:

Hi =

^1 =

-(r1 - vl)
-(r5 - vj)

dvxl/da
du2/da
dql/da
dq2/da

, and d]_ =

-(Ri - vj)

-slK
s2K

-(r1 - V^)

^22

the following comparative statics can be derived,

dUi si(KMii) ^

da
(RJ.

- v3:)2

dU2 _
S2(-KM22) > o

^* (R^ - V^)2

dqi s^K

^^
~

(rJ - V];)

dq2 -s2K

^°~
~

(R^ - V^)

<

>

(5.4.1)

(5.4.2)

(5.4.3)

(5.4.4)

Equation (5.4.1) is negative since M^ < 0. Simi-

larly, for equation (5.4.2), M22 < 0, so dU2/da > 0. These

two equations are difficult to interpret, but since the

Kuhn-Tucker multiplier is essentially the marginal profita-

bility of the division, equation (5.4.1) says that if a

were increased, the marginal profitability of the firm

will decrease. For division two, equation (5.4.2) says

that as a increases the marginal profitability of the firm

will increase. This makes intuitive sense because the

division's costs are being administratively altered, so
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there would be an effect upon the division's marginal

profitability.

For the output markets, as a increases the amount of

q^ supplied by the firm decreases reflecting an increase in

costs. To satisfy the regulatory constraint, the new

allocator requires an increase in prices and a decrease in

quantity demanded. Equation (5.4.3) shows this result

assuming that a regulated firm produces past the point

where marginal revenue equals marginal costs (that is, rJ <

vi). In market two, described in equation (5.4.4), as a

increases costs fall to the division, and the firm is

required to increase its production of q2 to satisfy the

profit constraint.

In the short run when the capital input is fixed, the

regulator can influence the relative amount of output

produced. The numerous changes made by the regulatory

authorities from 1947 to 1982 can plausibly be explained by

the simple fact that only short run considerations were

taken into account by policy makers. The fact that a firm

would adjust its production decisions (potentially in

opposition to the regulator's policies) in the long run

was never considered. If regulators did not understand the

concepts embodied in a demand elasticity until the early

1960s, then it seems highly plausible that a supply

response based upon these altered cost allocations would

not be considered either. Although, it is not possible to
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describe the long run effect on the firm without an idea

of the firm's capital responsiveness to a change in the

allocation, it is important to know that such a response

is likely. As will be shown in the next section, this

responsiveness can provide some interesting results in a

welfare analysis context.

5.5 An Application; Welfare and Ramsey Prices

This section shows how the cost allocation chosen by

the regulator can be compared to the Ramsey optimal

choice. It is possible to test the hypothesis that

regulators have preferred one class of customers over

another by examining how regulators chose the cost alloca-

tion (a). But, first, a short digression is in order to

show how a similar technique was used to make conclusions

concerning the relative social welfare weights a regulator

may place on the value of consumption of different goods

of a multiproduct monopolist.

5.5.1 Implied Social Welfare Weights

Ross (1984) has shown that it is possible to

retrieve an implied social welfare weighting made by

regulators between different goods. Ross asks whether it

is possible to infer from existing price structures the

social welfare weights that would make prices Ramsey-Opti-

mal. To see this, assume there are two classes of customers

where A customers consume only good 1 and B customers

consume only good 2, and that there is an over all profit
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constraint on the firm. This gives the following maximiza-

tion problem for the firm:

max W = rV(p) + rV(p) + e(Ti - n) (5.5.1)

Pi

and gives the following first order conditions:

W, = -q^^ + e(q, + (P, - C,) ^^ ) = (5.5.2)

W2 = -q^r^ - e(q2 + (P2 " o,) ^^ = (5.5.3)

where zA(p) and zB(p) are the consumers' surplus for

consumers A and B, r^ and r^ are the regulator's weights

for each class of consumers, and 9 is the value the firm's

profits takes in the regulator's social welfare function.

From Shephard's Lemma we also know that 5Z/6pi = -qi-

Dividing the FOC's by q^, and using a slight manipula-

tion we get:

(Pi - c^) e - r^
1 e. = (5.5.4)

(P, - cj) e - r^

P- - "e
2'e = Q ' ^ (5.5.5)

®2
'2

These are the Ramsey results when there are differing

social welfare weights. If the weight for A equaled the

weight for B, then we would have the traditional formula-

tion where the percentage price mark-up over marginal costs
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multiplied by the price elasticity is a constant across

all markets.

Now by rewriting (5.5.4) and (5.5.5) as

TA/e = 1 -^ElUi^ei ^ 1 . (5.5.4a)
Pi

^

TB/e = 1 -^EllfiUs = 1 . n,2e2, (5.5.5a)
P2

it is possible to derive a simple expression relating the

welfare weights by dividing the first equation by the

second equation. This yields:

^L = 1 - "^1^1
. (5.5.6)

r 1 - ni2e2

To find the relative weights we need only the mark-up over

price and the price elasticity of demand for each good.

Then it is possible to econometrically test to see if

pA/rB is significantly different that one to determine

whether the class of A customers are favored over the

class of B customers.

5.5.2 Determining the Optimal a

Now let us introduce a slightly different formulation

which is consistent with the model described in section

5.4. If we assume that there are two regulatory jurisdic-

tions and that there is a required cost allocation between

the two jurisdictions, then the maximization problem

becomes

:
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max W = Z^(P3_) + Z^(P2) + UiCti*- R^ - V^ - arK] +

p,a

+ u2tTi2 - R^ - V^ - (l-a)rK] (5.5.7)

This problem yields the following first order conditions.

W^= 6z\6p^- Ui(qi + Pi5q^/5p^ - v\ 6q^/p^] =0 (5.5.8)

W2= 5Z^/6P2- U2(q2 "* P2^^2/^P2 " ^2 ^^2/^2^ " ° (5.5.9)

W^= E6Pj_/6a[6Z^/6Pj_- Uj_(q^ + P^eq^/ep^ - v]; 6qj_/Pj_]

+ rK(u^ - U2) = 0. (5.5.10)

where j = A, B, and i = 1,2. Since equations (5.5.8) and

(5.5.9) are equal to 0, equation (5.5.10) reduces to ui =

U2« Thus by choosing the optimal level of a the regulators

equate the Lagrangean multipliers across jurisdictions.

This is the same result we would get if the firm chose the

cost allocator. Thus, by choosing a optimally, the regula-

tor effectively sets Ramsey prices. To the extent that a

is not chosen to satisfy (5.5.10) one could econometrically

test to see how far regulatory policies diverge from the

Ramsey efficient result. By rearranging equations (5.5.8)

and (5.5.9) using the steps outlined in equations (5.5.4) -

(5.5.6) we can see that

U,- 1 Ui" 1
^ = (Pt - V^)ei/Pi = (P2- V2)e2/P2 =

^1 ^1

This in turn implies that
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^ ^ ^ - "'l^l
. (5.5.11)

1 - n^Q^

It is thus possible to test whether equation (5.5.11)

is greater than, less than, or equal to one. Notice that

this is the same test that Ross proposed in equation

(5.5.6) to determine whether regulators were employing

social welfare weights when pricing decisions. Thus from

the same evidence Ross would use to extract social welfare

weights it is possible to make conclusions, not about

welfare weights, but about the optimal cost allocation. To

the extent that (5.5.11) is (say) greater than 1 it would

be difficult to say with confidence that regulators chose

to weight the welfare of one group of consumers over

another since an alternative conclusion would be that the

regulators chose a sub-optimal cost allocator. Given the

fact that regulators do not always attempt to set Ramsey

prices either due to lack of knowledge or a lack of

technical ability, then the second conclusion that an

incorrect cost allocation has been chosen is more appli-

cable.

5.6 Welfare and Passive Regulation

As mentioned above, the FCC and state public service

commissions have used the cost allocation mechanisms to

transfer rents between local and toll jurisdictions. This

regulatory behavior is not the traditional rate base
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regulation found in the Averch-Johnson line of models. In

fact, the behavior is more like that modeled by Joskow

(1974). Joskow hypothesized that regulatory agencies seek

to maximize their utility by minimizing conflict and

criticism appearing in the regulatory environment.

Consumer groups, legislators, investors, and the regulated

industries themselves generate signals to the regulators

to which the regulators respond. Regulation, under

Joskow' s approach, is characterized by an "equilibrium

relationship" where regulatory procedures and instruments

are well defined and are used repetitively and predictably.

Joskow hypothesized that during the 1950 's and 1960 's

the regulation of the electric utility industry was in this

equilibrium mode as regulators were most concerned with

keeping nominal prices from increasing. Electricity prices

declined as costs declined. Firms which could increase

their profitability without increasing prices or allowing

overall profits to go above a "reasonable" level were not

subjected to strict rate base regulation. Rate decreases

were regularly allowed without investigation, and it was

only when a firm asked for a rate increase did the regula-

tors inquire into the firm's costs and revenues. Thus, the

regulation was passive and firms were permitted to earn

almost any rate of return as long as it did not go above

an "unreasonable" amount (see FPC v. Hope Natural Gas,
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1944). SO, there was no "allowed" rate of return which

regulators forced the companies to earn.

Although Joskow only used examples of the electric

industry to illustrate his theory, the telecommunications

industry also faced similar passive regulation. Local

companies were not subject to strict scrutiny unless asking

for rate increases. Regulators never forced the local

companies to give back excess earnings until very recently.

Rate reviews were only called for when the local company

asked to raise its rates. It was only when enough states

had companies asking for rate increases was the cost

allocation between local and toll calls altered so that the

local company rates no longer needed an increase. Costs

were shifted from the intrastate jurisdiction to the

interstate jurisdiction through the allocation change to

avoid increases in nominal prices.

This model is consistent with the joint state-federal

regulation of the telephone industry. It should be noted

that this joint regulation was not really an amicable

arrangement. The states and federal government each had

different constituencies. Although not as passive as the

states, the FCC negotiated with ATST to reduce rates from

time to time. The state governments resented these rate

reductions because it made the rates for interstate toll

calls cheaper than those placed within-state. This

had the effect of increasing the criticism the state
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regulators received. The state utility regulators banded

together to fight the FCC and wrestle away some of the

FCC's jurisdiction. In order to avoid losing the fight,

the FCC (to some extent) allowed the states (in the form of

the National Association of Regulated Utility Commission-

ers) some say over how costs are allocated (Temin and

Peters 1985). Table 5.3 shows the cost allocation to the

interstate jurisdiction over time. Since 1947, the cost

allocation of the joint plant to the interstate jurisdic-

tion has increased from approximately 5 percent to 25

percent in 1984. Gabel (1967) cites numerous examples

throughout his monograph of changes in the cost allocation

supposedly to stave off local rate increases.

If the Joskow approach is valid and the cost alloca-

tion was altered to keep local rates from increasing, the

explanation as to why regulators were able to shift these

costs with apparent impunity were twofold. First, costs

were falling in the long distance market due to a combina-

tion of economies of scale and technological change.

Regulators could "tap" the rents from the long distance

market (without raising nominal prices in the long dis-

tance market) and apply them to the local jurisdiction to

keep rates from increasing. Second, there were no long

distance telecommunications substitutes, so long distance

consumers were not able to change telecommunications

suppliers.
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If we assume the firm maximizes profit subject to some

type of profit constraint like average cost plus a mark-up.

It could even be the traditional AJ type of regulation

described in the models in section 5.2. The only necessary

assumption is that the regulator only acts to change the

cost allocation formula when one of the firm's divisions

meets a binding regulatory constraint and thus comes

before the commission to ask for a change in the allowed

rate of return. If the constraint becomes binding the firm

must get approval from the regulatory commission to

increase its rates. But, instead of granting a increase in

the division's mark-up, the regulators shift some of the

burden of the joint cost to the other jurisdiction.

The regulators problem can be examined under two sets

of regulatory behavior. The first is when regulators

concern themselves only with the effects of their policies

on the consumer. The second way of looking at this

problem is when the regulators, in addition to being

concerned about the consumers surplus, are also concerned

about the firms profits.

For the first approach, assume that there are two

classes of customers toll (T) and local (L). Local

customers only purchase good 2 which is local service and

toll customers only purchase good 1 which is toll service.

The regulator is thus concerned soley with the effect of

changing the cost allocation scheme on the sum of the
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consumer's surplus of these two classes of customers (i.e.

the regulator perceives the welfare weight on the firms

profits to be zero). Let B^ and b'^ be the benefit func-

tions for customers of local and toll services respec-

tively. Given that the regulators are going to change a,

the maximization takes the following form:

max W(q^,q2, a) = B^(q^(a)) + B^(q2(a)) (5.6.1)

where W is the social welfare function regulators are

trying to maximize. The first order condition is:

6q^ 6a Sq- 6a

This can be rearranged so that:

63^ 6qi 6B^ da-)
li = - _ _li = (5.6.3)

S><i^ da 6q2 5a

Equation (5.6.3) says that regulators alter a so that the

marginal benefits from consumption of these two goods is

equated. As a increases, consumer surplus falls in the

toll market and increases in the local market. What this

type of regulation does is take some of the surplus from

toll consumers and transfer it to local consumers so as to

equate the social marginal benefit across markets.

A more realistic view of the regulatory process

could be described as follows. Through some objective

determination regulators attempt to set the allowed rate

of return so that is comparable to similarly situated

assets. The firm is thus allowed to set "reasonable"
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prices for each output and chose its level of joint input.

The regulators do not affirmatively act to set rates, and

only investigates the firm's revenue and costs when the

firm asks for a rate increase. The regulator's response

in this model when confronted with a request for a rate

increase is to alter the cost allocation between markets

rather than allow prices to increase in the local jurisdic-

tion. The regulator's choice variable is thus the cost

allocator.

Now by adding the firm's maximized profit function to

the social welfare function, and maximizing over the choice

of a, the regulator faces the following problem:

max W(q^,q2, a) = B^lq^^Ca)) + B^(q2(a)) +

n*{q^(a), ci2^a) , K(a))

where Tx*(qi(a) ,q2(a) ,K(a) ) is the firm's maximized profit

function (i.e the firm has already chosen outputs and the

joint input). For this problem the first order conditions

are:

^ ^ Sb"^ dqi ^ 6B^ dq2 + 5ti dq^ ^ 6n: dq2 + Sn. dK ^ q

^ 6q7 do" 5qZ da 6q^ da ~5q2~^ ^^ '^°-

Rearranging once again this yields:

^ ^ ^6B^ ^6ti^
^

dqi +[^ + ^]f52+ ^^ =0
°'

6q^ 6q^ da 6q2 5q2 da 6K da

(5.6.4)
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Equation (5.6.4) shows that if a regulator knew that there

would be additional effects of changing a on the firm's

choice variables, then the regulator would chose a so that

equation (5.6.4) is satisfied. Secondly, if regulators

did not know about the effect of a on output and capital

choice and chose a to maximize the "perceived" welfare

using the maximization in equation (5.6.3), then the only

way the outcome would be truly welfare maximizing (as

defined by equation 5.6.4) would be if the following

assumptions were true:

1) dK/da = 0, and

ii) (5u/6qi)(dqi/da) = -
( 6n:/5q2 ) (dq2/da)

In this case regulators assume that capital is insensitive

to changes in a and the effect of changing a on profits

nets out. These are not implausible assumptions concerning

what a regulator would know given the state of regulatory

knowledge during the 1940 's to the 1970 's. Equation

(5.6.4) yields a much different solution to the welfare

agent's problem than the simple maximization of consumer

surplus.

As mentioned above, the reasons why regulators could

allocate costs from one jurisdiction to another during the

past 40 years was due to the lack of substitutes for

certain services and the availability of increasing

returns to scale upon which the regulators could use to

transfer rents between jurisdictions.
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In addition, the structural benefits available to

regulators when allocating costs have disappeared with the

introduction of toll substitutes and the present existence

of constant returns to scale in the toll market. Since

1969 when MCI entered the long distance market the number

of substitutes from long distance service provided by AT&T

has increased. There is also some evidence that (at least

on the over all level) AT&T Long-Lines were operating at a

point of constant returns to scale (Meyer: 1980). So, the

factors which allowed regulators to shift costs from one

jurisdiction to another based soley upon the firm's derived

demand considerations are no longer present. Continuation

of this type of cost allocation regulation poses additional

dangers for regulators and the multiproduct firm as it

could tend to undermine the competitiveness of the toll

division of the multiproduct firm. This is the state of

affairs from which the access charge arrangements must be

developed.

5.7 Conclusion

From the first model in section 5.2 we found that a

firm could select its own cost allocation (a) to maximize

its profits given an average cost constraint. Further, if

the the regulators set the allowed rate of return equal to

the cost of capital (s = r) in both jurisdictions and

allowed the firm to chose output in both markets, capital
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stock, and the cost allocator, the firm would pick a

Ramsey price vector.

It was also shown that the firm's choice of the

allocator could be influenced by the relative rates of

return in each jurisdiction. If a firm was given an

exogenous cost allocation mechanism and allowed to maximize

profits given the choice of output and capital stock, a

solution would exist consistent with the rate of return

constraints. Comparative statics were then derived

to show how the long run and short run decisions were

affected by exogenous changes in the cost allocation

mechanism. It was shown that in the long run that a

change in the cost allocator could have a positive or

negative effect upon the relative output mix and the

choice of capital. In the short run the results were

more definite as outputs changed in the expected manner

when costs were shifted between jurisdictions.

Using Rosses ' approach we demonstrated that it was

possible to determine the optimal allocator based on just

Ramsey price information, and it would be possible to test

just how far the actual allocation differed from Ramsey

optimality. Finally, using Joskow's approach we examined

the welfare aspects of administratively allocating costs.

We showed that by making simplifying assumptions concerning

the effect of changing the cost allocation on the choice of

input and output mix that regulators were ignoring import-
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ant firm responses. By including the firm's responses into

the analysis we show the proper cost allocation decision.



CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This dissertation examined the cost allocation process

in a relatively unique way. First, the capital input which

was used to provide services for a multiproduct firm was

described as a joint input and analyzed as a joint input.

As was shown, the optimal choice of a joint input is

determined by the sura of the marginal valuations for

each demander for the joint input. Secondly, because we

were using this framework it was easier to see that the

choice of the cost allocator had an effect upon the overall

level of the joint input selected by the firm.

Then by reviewing the history of the cost allocation

process in the telecommunications industry, two main

reasons for altering the allocation mechanism were discuss-

ed and the effects of administratively altering the cost

allocation mechanism were examined. The first reason to

alter the cost allocator, to promote universal service, was

to use the allocator as a way of transferring income

between markets to promote the subscription of local

service for everyone. The second reason why the government

desired to alter the allocation mechanism was to rectify

imbalances between intrastate and interstate rates. By

changing the cost allocation between markets the states

would not have to grant increases in local rates.

155
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Both of these reasons for changing the cost allocation

mechanism had the underlying goal to transfer income

between the two regulatory jurisdictions. Chapter IV and

V showed that this transfer was not without distortions as

the transfer effected the choice of the level of the joint

input and the relative output mix. More specifically.

Chapter IV showed, using a two product firm with fixed

proportions production where one market had a technology

experiencing increasing returns to scale, that there

were costs to allocating more of the joint input to the

market with economies of scale. Given that the firm is

required to price at average cost, if the demand elasticity

for the market with economies of scale was relatively

elastic, then it was possible to show that a large reduc-

tion in output could occur. As price increased, due

to the increase in costs resulting from the new cost

allocation, demand would fall and the division would be

operating at a higher point on the average cost curve than

a division with constant returns to scale technology.

Chapter V dealt with a two product firm with a

neoclassical production function where the production

function of both markets uses a joint input. The object

was to examine the firm's behavior under different regula-

tory assumptions. From this analysis it was determined

that if a multiproduct firm was required to price at

average cost in all markets and it was required to allocate
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a share of the cost of the joint input to all divisions

employing the input, then the firm would pick an allocator

yielding Ramsey prices. If, however, the government was

the agent determining the cost allocation mechanism and it

altered the allocation for various policy reasons, then

the change in the allocator could alter the amount of the

jointly used input chosen (positively or negatively) and

change the relative output mix of the firm. In addition,

if it is supposed that the government's policy goal was to

change the allocator to benefit a particular class of

customers (say local customers) by transferring costs from

local to toll, then only in the short-run would the

government's policy be unambiguously effective. But if

the change in the cost allocation effects the choice of

the capital input, then the long run result of changing

the cost allocation could have the exact opposite effect

form what was intended. This result lead to the observa-

tion that regulators altered the cost allocation between

interstate and intrastate markets based upon an incomplete

understanding of the firm's technology or a lack of

concern over the change in the firm's input choice or

relative output mix.

A simple example of regulatory behavior using Joskow's

passive regulation theory showed that different policy

results occur given incomplete knowledge (e.g. regulators

assume that a change in the cost allocation has no effect
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on the level of profits) or a lack of concern for the

firm's profit level as long as it was no higher than the

regulatorily determined allowed rate of return. Also

discussed was Rosses' (1984) assertion that it was possible

to infer information concerning regulator ' s implied social

welfare weights from the pricing decisions they made. Ross

"extracted" implied social welfare weights from just the

Ramsey solution. This analysis is extremely dependent

upon the information known to the regulators. Chapter V

pointed out that using a derivation identical to Rosses ' it

was possible to make alternative conclusions. Instead of

extracting implied welfare weights it is possible to

determine just how far away the cost allocation was from

the allocation that yielded Ramsey prices. Rosses'

interpretation implicitly assumes that regulators know what

Ramsey prices or Weighted Ramsey prices are, and that

regulators attempt to set prices based upon the Ramsey

rule. Ross also implicitly assumes that assumes that the

information concerning the elasticities and technology of

the firm are known to the regulators and are correct.

Throughout this dissertation it was assumed that the

goods produced by the multiproduct firm were independent

in consumption. This was done for the sake of simplicity

and because it made intuitive sense in the simple local-

toll story that was being presented. It is importantant to

note that when the goods are not independent there is a
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more complicated Ramsey result that takes into account the

cross elasticites of demand between goods. For example,

if the two goods in question are substitutes one would

expect that that the Ramsey prices generated would be

lower for each good than for the case were the goods are

independent. It is also possible that the two goods could

be complemntary in consumption. For example, to access

many national data bases a telephone subscriber must dial

a local call. The call is then routed by a toll route to

the data base. The subscriber only pays a local rate for

this call, but actually uses the local network and the

toll network (presumably the customer pays the cost of his

use of the toll network through the data base service fee).

As more and more services can be accessed through the

telephone network and more and more uses are developed for

the network, regulation through cost allocation cahnges

will become very complicated. The effect upon the cost

allocator under this more realistic scenario is something

that should be examined.

Another area for further study concerns the effect of

information on the regulatory decisions. Given the state

of regulatory knowledge during the period form 1940 to

1970, it is quite plausible regulators assumed that profits

were insensitive to changes in the cost allocation mechan-

ism. In Chapter V it was shown that there exists an a

relationship between the social welfare weight a regula-
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tor may place on a particular good and the optimal cost

allocation mechanism. A low cost allocation, for example,

could thus imply a relatively higher social welfare weight.

But, given the fact that the state of regulatory expertise

was not very sophisticated until very recently, any derived

weights would necessarily be the weights the regulators

desired to place on these services. The "weights" derived,

which would be the result of misinformation or the lack of

information, could be used to see how far the regulator's

policy deviated from a Ramsey solution. The literature

concerning regulatory policies with imperfect information

is relatively young (see Sappington: 1983) and a good

empirical analysis would be to examine the differences

between the regulator's perceived welfare maximizing

policy and the true social welfare maximizing policies.

A third area of research into the telecommunications

industry's cost allocation process would concern examining

the interrelationship between the revenue distribution

process, which is known as settlements, and the separations

process. As the settlements process was originally set up,

the amount of revenue received by the local operating

telephone company to cover the costs of interconnection

with the local network was a function of the nation-wide

average rate of return on capital allocated by the separa-

tions formula to toll service multiplied by the amount of

capital a firm and allocated to toll production. This had
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the possible effect of penalizing efficient firms (those

with below average costs) and rewarding inefficient firms

(those with above average costs). Secondly the process

resulted in the firm having a different objective function.

With the toll settlements procedure the firm no longer

maximizing profits, but maximized profits plus the return

from a revenue pool. The revenue pool was funded by

collecting revenues from all the long distance calls.

After collection each local operating company then received

its "share" which was determined by how much capital the

local company had allocated, based on separations formula,

to toll service. The interrelationship between separations

and settlements and their joint effects on output mix and

the capital input choice have yet to be explored.

Thirdly, the effect of administratively determined

cost allocations on entry and sustainability needs to be

analyzed. The traditional literature of entry and sustain-

ability does not really address the issue of cost alloca-

tions. The new literature in this area centers around the

theory of clubs as the allocation of the cost of a joint

input can be thought of as a price for sharing the cost of

a facility (see e.g. Scotchmer: 1985).

Finally, something that was briefly mentioned in

Chapter III and by Panzar (1980) is the problem of allocat-

ing costs in a vertically integrated firm with economies of

scope and where the firm also experiences competition in
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one of its markets. This was the conjecture concerning the

pre-divestiture telecoitmunications industry. The questions

that arise in this area have not gone away after the

consent decree because there are seven Little AT&T's in the

form of the regional Bell operating companies that still

produce some toll services. Presently some of the states

are even thinking of allowing competition within the Bell

operating company service area. The necessary research in

this area must address the question: When should a verti-

cally integrated firm, owning an input competitors desire

to employ to compete against the vertically integrated

firm, be allowed to exclude these competitors. The example

in Chapter III pointed out that the multiproduct firm has

little incentive to provide access to competitors; espec-

ially if the competition is allowed to purchase the right

to use the joint input and share in the costs savings (due

to economies of scope) and undercut the vertically inte-

grated multiproduct firm. An interesting analysis would be

to examine the welfare effects to see under what conditions

the firm should be allowed to prohibit the competition from

using its facilities and under what conditions the firm

should be forced to allow access.

This dissertation has shown that there are some

previously unrecognized effects of administratively

altering the allocation of the cost of a joint input among

the divisions of a regulated firm. Given the fact that
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the access charge to be paid by toll interexchange carriers

is for the support of the local network, regulators still

must recognize that changes in this allocation to inter-

exchange users will still have the same possible effects

on the choice of the joint input and the relative output

mix. Today, it seems that regulators are moving away from

the fully distributed costing methodologies and are moving

towards prices associated with long-run marginal costs, but

when the time comes to determine the cost allocation

process in the form of access charges, regulators should

realize that politically determined changes in the mechan-

ism could have more than the supposed redistributive

effect.
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